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ANTA FE , NEW MEXICAN
NO. 35.

SANTA FE, N. M, THURSDAY, MAKCH 31, 1904.
Z

YOL. 41.

NEW MEXICO
EXHIBIT

DEMURRER

FILED.

The Bill of Alfred Stevens Who Asks
That U. S. Steel Corporation Be
Required to Disclose Earnings.

Trenton, N. J., March 31 The U. S.
Steel Corporation, through Its counsel,
today filed in the court of chancery a
.
demurrer to the bill of Alfred Stevens
of Newark, who sued the corporation
Territory is Accomplishbecause of its passing a dividend on
common stock. Stevens asserted that
ing Good Results.
the corporation had sufficient earnings
and that it was compelled under the
state law and by its own bylaws, to
SHIPMENTS
pay the dividend. He asked among
TO ST. LOUIS other things that the corporation be
required to disclose its earnings. The
demurrer says the Stevens bill does
The Mineral Collections Are Especially not show such a case as entitled him
to any recovery In the court of equity
Fine and the Educational Display
and asks that Stevens bill be dis
Will Be Noteworthy.
t
missed.

IPEPID

JAPANESE

WILL BL0CI POiT
AlTHl CHANNEL

The Louisiana Purchase Exposi
tion Commission of This

i

Steamers Have Been
Acquired for That Purpose Vladi
vostock Squadron Gets $75,000
Prize Honey for Capturing Jap
anese Alerchant Steamer Orders
to Shoot Every Unauthorized Per

Twenty

Old

The results of the efforts of the ex
CHANGES OF OFFICIALS.
position commission in preparing ex
hibits of the resources of New Mexico
for the coming exposition at St. Louis The Rock Island Railway Announces
the Following to Take Place
have been highly satisfactory. Large
at Once.
shipments are now on their way to St.
New York, March 31 The Rock Is
Louis and the pavilions and booths for
installing the exhibits are all about land Railway announced today the folcompleted and ready to be furnished. lowing changes of officials to take efThe New Mexico building will be com fect on April 5: B. L. Winchell, presiShanghai, March 31 A dispatch from
pleted by the middle of the month of dent In stead of W. H. Leeds, resigned.
Robert Mather, first vice president in Nagasaki says that 20 old and useless
April.
The mountain counties have nearly place of C. H. Warren, resigned; J.- F. steamers have been acquired, stripped
all responded with splendid mineral ex- Stevens, second vice president in of all machinery but that necessary
hibits. Socorro County, through the place of Robert Mather. The follow- for navigation, and are held in readi
able assistance of such scientific men ing changes are also announced in the ness for Vice Admiral Togo's orders.
as C. T. Brown, M. E., Professor St. Louis and San Francisco officials: The Japanese are determined, it would
C. R. Keyes of the School of Mines, B. F. Yoakum, chairman of the board, appear, to block Port Arthur channel
and W. J. Weatherby, M. B., of Coon-ey- , A. J. Davidson, president In place of and six vessels will be sent at a time
will have an exhibit that for gener- Yoakum, Robert Mather first vice to join the fleet.
Martial Law Around Port Arthur.
al beauty, as well as scientific inter- president in place of B. F. Winchell.
Port Arthur, March 31 A proclama
est, can hardly be surpassed by any extion of Lieutenant General Stoeszel
hibit from any other mineral section
of the United States. The general colcommanding here, declaring that all
lection from all important mineral disterritory lying before and including
Port Arthur and Tsichou is In a state
tricts of the county is supplemented
of siege, forbids all unauthorized perby a classified collection prepared by
sons to approach the fortifications and
the School of Mines which will attract
batteries and announces that the senthe attention of all persons interested
tries have been ordered to shoot all
in ore deposits. The beautiful specimens of zinc carbonates, and calcite The Union Trust Company
of who, disobey the order.
Russians Murder a Prefect.
crystals beautifully coloreS by copper
Boston Closes Its Doors
and other mineral colorings from the
Seoul, March 31 It is' reported that
the Russians on March 27, killed the
Graphic mine; together with the fine
Owing to Financial
Smithsonite crystals from the Kelly
prefect of Pakchon, for not following
their instructions. The Russians are
mines, all nicely trimmed, labeled and
also said to have dispersed the Cor-ea- n
prepared for exhibit, will make a very
interesting feature of New Mexico's
garrison of Wlju, after divesting
The School of LIABILITIES
mineral collection.
the soldiers of their uniforms.
Minee has also furnished a fine relief
Prize Money for Vladivostock Squad- "
'r ron.
map of the Territory, and many other
articles for exhibit. The Cooney and Cleveland Concern With $3,000,000
St. Petersburg, March 31 For sink
MoKollon ores contributed by W. J.
Assets Forced to Assign Owing to
a Japanese merchantman in the
ing
bor-nite
Weatherby contain some very rich
an Official's Shortage.
Sungari Straits at the opening of the
ores with high values In gold, silwar $75,000 prize money has been disver and copper, and the irridescent
tributed to the crews of the Vladivo
Boston. Mass.. March 31 The Union
colors are beautiful beyond description.
stock squadron. The Invalid Russ, the
collection
doors
closed
Socorro
its
In all, the
today.
Trust Company
County
the Japanwith a army organ, concludes that concentraIt. was incornorated in 1888
will almost fill a car.
their
ese
are
continuing
The Sierra County collection will capital of $100,000. The president is tion and are gradually advancing on
Include the Laidlaw Science Cabinet, former Congressman William ifi. .Ba- their way to Wiju, their advance guard
one of the best ore collections in the rrett, who is also a well known Boston
southwest. C. H. Laidlaw is a metal- publisher.
The liabilities are placed at si,eou,- lurgist of wide experience and has
fine
with nominal assets at about the
000,
this
in
making
spent many years
SEALEO LETTER RULED OUT
collection. To this has been added a same. The difficulties of the firm are
de
by
large collection of ores from the attributed to heavy withdrawals
Chloride and Fairview districts. From positors and the failure of the manage- ludge Gager Declined to Allow it to
Hillsboro come the Hascall and court ment to realize quickly on the securi
Be Probated as Part of the
Will.
house cabinets, as well as other ores ties In order to provide for its usual
demands.
from the mines of that region.
Cleveland Trust Company Assigns.
New Haven. March 31 Judge Gager
Grant County will show an extensive
31 The to'dav
Cleveland. Ohio. March
ruled out the sealed letter as
collection of copper ores, including evFederal Trust Company today made evidence in the appeal of William J.
as
well
of
and
copper,
form
variety
ery
to the Guardian Trust
as an exhibit of native sheet copper an assignment
Bryan from the decision of the probate
action is stated to have court declining to allow the sealed letThe
surCompany.
be
from Santa Rita that will not
the been taken as the result of the disap- ter to be probated as a part of the
passed by any other district in ores
pearance of a prominent official of the will of the late r. S. Bennett, it was
silver
and
are
world. There
gold
Reports are in the sealed letter that the bequest
from Pinos Altos, Gold Gulch, White Federal Trust Company.
has been of $50,000 was made to Bryan.
lo- circulated that a shortage
other
and
Mountains
Burro
Signal,
concern.
of
the
funds
in
found
the
will
to
there
this
calities. In addition
made
was
it is un
statement
no
While
be a $10,000 exhibit of Grant County derstood that the Federal Company IOWA
A STRIKE.
a
miniature
turquoise
also
MINERSJN
turquoise,
one million dollars
over
about
turn
will
a
tywith
mine in operation, together
in deposits to the assignee. The total
pical mining camp located in the assets
Demand Higher Wages for Unskilled
are about $3,000,000.
-Grant
group
In
County
the
'Gulch."
Labor and Lower Price for Biast-in- a
will be the Abrahams Cabinet, one of
Powder.
'
the most beautiful collections of ores
Moines. March 31 The Iowa
Des
most representative collection ever miners and operators failed to agree
in this country.
untir- shown by this Territory.
Lincoln County, through-thand 13,500 miners are on a striKe. av-er' Prich-ard- ,
A number of large shipments of
mine in Iowa is closed.
ing efforts of Mrs. George W.
will not only have a fine educa- agricultural products have been forBoth sides have been trying for the
tional and historical collection, but warded and the prospects for a satis- past six weeks to agree upon a settleshe has also secured a collection of factory agricultural and horticultural ment. The split resulted from the reminerals from that interesting region exhibit are far - better than was antici fusal of the operators to raise the
which includes a large cabinet collec- pated and will- demonstrate what can wages of unskilled laborers and to low
tion of Lincoln County ores that has be accomplished by irrigation in New er the price of blasting powder as. ae- been on exhibit in the Chamber of Mexico. This Territory expects as us- manded by the miners. '
Commerce at El Paso for a number of ual to take the first prize for wheat,
prize on
Wabash Again Rising.
years. Mrs. Prichard has been one of perhaps for oats also the first
on
and
Roswell
board
from
the
grapes
valued
assistants
most
celery
the
vinofinnes. Ind.. March 31 The Bel
has had in the Territory and deserves from the Mesilla Valley. A number of grade levee has broken again and the
accom- localities throughout the Territory
great credit for the good work
Wabash is rising again an inch per
"
Lincoln
in
promise to provide apples and other hour. The water is standing in the
County.
plished
that will take prizes. The ex
streets here. It has been
A very large shipment has been fmita
cellent
quality and flavor of the fruits principal
Professor
from
ralntnfr hard all nleht and day in south
by
Albuquerque
made
New Mexico if taken into consider
F. A. Jones, who has gathered from of
ern Indiana and a still higher stage of
ation should assure a number of the water is feared. This county ana
a
of
the
all
Territory
portions
nearly
on these products,
j. Lawrence County, Illinois, are largely
very extensive and scientific collection prizes commission feels
The
justly proud of under water and there is much suffer
This
character.
of minerals of every
exhibit that
of itself would make a very Interest- the excellent 'educational of
education ing.
the
for
start
will
Is
a
geoJones
palace
Professor
ing exhibit.
The
week.
wide
graded
of
the
coming
exper during
logist and mineralogist
0TER0 COUNTY REPUBLICANS
ience. Great importance attaches to schools of the Territory have prepared
and
the
exhibits
Dotn
excellent
most
he
has
done
work
the excellent
institutions have Elect Five Delegates to Silver City
in this collection and in the preparaConvention on Saturday
tion of his book on the mineral . re- done some very unique and extraordi
contriDU-tion- a
Last.
their
will
be
which
work
Mexico,
New
in,
preparing
of
nary
sources
for the exnosition. All of these
published and distributed at the expoThe Democratic convention of Otero
will be installed in beautiful golden
sit.lon.
for
'
was held in Alamogordo on
Shields
L.
I
and
especially
cabinets
County
oak
Wilson
B.
D.
prepared
Both
work
of
26th
exten
amount
the
schools.
pre
The
the
made
have
day of March, 1904 Five preof Sandoval County
sive collections and together with the roared will hn sufficient to cover 4.000 cincts were represented. Permanent
Sherey; permanent
other collections from the other moun superficial feet of wall space. Quite a chairman, Byron
counties of the north, will be number . of schools 4n the smaiier secretary, H- - A. .Morgan.
t tain
following were elected delegates
quite noteworthy and extensive and towns have prepared exhibits and alto to The
the Democratic territorial convenwill include samples of coal, salt and gether the schools, of the Territory
other mineral products. New Mexico's will be represented in a most satisfac tion: O. M. Lee, J. V. Latham, H. A.
Morgan, Eli Moser and JB. Prodo.
tnhral exhibit will be the largest and tory and intelligent manner.

son Who Approaches
Fortifications.

TWO BANKS

IN TROUBLE

$1,600,000
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e
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y

,
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SENTENCE PENDING.

Russian

being at Kahsan, and their outposts
ten miles further north.
The Mandjur Dismantled.
Shanghai, March 31 The Japanese
cruiser Akltsushima left here today,
the dismantlement of the Russian gun-- 1
oat Mandjur which was in these waters when the war broke out having
and in accordance
been completed
with the agreement arrived at with au-

thorities.
Cattle and Grain Abundant.
31 The
St. Petersburg, March
chief of the commissiariat department
says that not a pound of meat or bread
is b jng sent to Manchuria as the cattle and grain available there, are
more than sufficient for the demand.
The Russians the Losers at Cheng Ju.

Seoul, Corea, March 31 Detailed reports received here of the engagement
of March 28 between the Japanese and
Russians at Cheng. Ju, Corea, say the
fighting lasted two hours, at the end
of which time the Japanese forced the
Russians to retire toward Wiju. Two
Russian dead were left on the field,
while other bodies were carried off by
the cviiunn. A Japanese lieutenant
namedCano and four privates were
k:llei fniti, Captain Kurokawa and elev
en privates were wounded.
Sinking of Coasting Vessel Resented.
Tokio, March 31. The action of
Russian warships in sinking the Jap-

Will Not Be Passed on Senator Burton
Until Bill of Exceptions is Submitted to Government.

r'gibson for mayor

LEGAL OBSTACLES

convention held
The Democratic
ARE REMOVED in Motley's Opera city
House last evening,
put the following ticket In the field,
A Decision of a French
Court Clears ratifying some of the nominees put up
Catron faction: For
by the
the Way for Closing of Deal With
R. Gibson. Democrat:
mavor.
Adelbert
Panama Canal Company.
for city clerk, James S. Conklin; for
Paris, March 31 The first civil tri
E. Griffin, Rebunal of the Seine today decided the city treasurer, William
two
latter
the
having been
publican;
case of the Republic of Colombia
nominated by the Republican faction
in
Canal
the
Panama
Company
against
favor of the defendants. This deci- during the afternoon.
Ward No. 1, city council for four
sion removes the legal obstacles in the
two
H. S. Kaune, Republican;
way of the transfer of the canal con years, Nicanor
for
Baca, Democrat;
cession from the company to the Uni years.
four years,
of
board
education,
the
ted States.
Sixto Garcia. Republican: two years.
B. Laughlin, Democrat;
Napoleon
COLORADO DEMOCRATIC
CONVENTION ON JUNE 7. Ward No. 2. city council for four
Denver, Colorado, March 31 The years, Marcelino Garcia, Democrat;
Democratic state committee met today for two years. A. P. Hogle, Republican;
and selected June 7 for the convention for the board of education for four
to nominate delegates for the nation vears. Charles F. Easley, Democrat;
al convention at St. Louis. The con- for two years, Pedro J. Roybal, Republican. Ward No. 3. for the city coun
vention will be held in Denver.
cil, Celso Lopez, Republican, and John
H. Walker, Democrat, terms to be selected b the city central committee;
for the board of education, for four
years, Thomas B. Catron, Republican;
for two years, Jose Segura, Democrat.
Ward No. 4. for the city council, for
four years, to be selected by the city
central committee: for two years, Teo- docio Castillo, Democrat; board of edu
Urges cation for four years, .lames u &eng- Representative Curtis
man. Democrat; for two years, to be
That Provisions Be Required
filled by the city central committee.
for Protection of Indians.
The convention was called to order
by John C. Sears, chairman of the
city central committee, Camillo Padilla acting as interpreter. Secretary A.
CONSTITUTIONAL
M. Dettlebach read the call. Meliton
CONVENTION Castillo was then chosen temporary
chairman, and Eugenlo Sena, temporary secretary; James S. Conklin, interThe following were appointed
Aripreter.
in
$100,000 to Pay Its Expenses
a committee on credentials: Joaquin
zona and $75,000 for Oklahoma
Martinez. Charles F. Easley. J. D. L.

OMNIBUS BILL

DISCUSSED

Land Grant for Public

Carriilo. and D. C. Allard.

.

BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Fa'r extocept rain or snow in north portion
night; colder weather in north portion
Friday.
v.r.Ai-ria.- r
trermometer registered
' t,
as follows- Mxuu m temperature. 52
degrees, at 3::ki p. m. . ain.iraum. at
mean
degrees, at 10:40 p.24 in. The. 45
debmir wa
for the
temperature
crees ' Relative humldltv. 38 per cent.
Praitnlt.a.t;lnn. O.OI of an Inch.
Temperature at 6:00. a. in. today, 30
U. S. WEATHER

Scranton,

Through an ex

plosion in Squibs factory at Priceburg
a few miles from Scranton today, fourteen girls were killed, the majority of
them being so badly mangled that it
was with great difficulty that they
were identified. Six bodies have already been taken from the building.
The explosion it is thought, was caused
by one of the girl's throwing squibs
into the stove.
The number of the dead is uncertain
but is estimated from 6 to 13 while
five are tfatally burned. The building
..
was wrecked;
.

GITYTICKET

St. Louis, March 31 The bill of ex
ceptions to be filed by the counsel for It Was Put in the Field by the
United States Senator Burton of Kan
Democratic Convention Held
sas has not yet been completed. Until
Last Evening.
it is completed and submitted to the
government for inspection and peril
sal, sentence will not be passed upon
Senator Burton. It is considered prob- A.
able that the bill of exceptions will be
completed tomorrow and immediately
submitted to IT. S. District Attorney The Other Nominations Were Divided
Dyer.
Between the Unterrified and the
Republican Faction.

anese coasting steamer at Haneyei
Schools.
Maru last Saturday is deeply resented
by the Japanese. In official circles it
is pronounced as a clear violation of Special to the New Mexican.
Washington, D. C, March 31 The
neutrality to China besides being an
on territories of
act of wantonness against a defence- entire
to consider the
met
House
the
today
less vessel.
omnibus statehood bill before submitting it to the committee. The bill ap
propriates $100,000 to defray expenses
of the constitutional convention for
GRAPHIC GROUP SOLD.
Arizona and $75,000 for the same purpose for Oklahoma. Four sections in
A Handsome Sum By Brown & Fitch each
township in Arizona are set apart
of Socorro Cash Paid to
for school lands. The capital of AriSellers.
zona is to be 9anta Fe until 1910, In
which year the capital question is to
Special to the New Mexican.
be decided by a popular vote. RepreTerre Haute, Indiana, March 31 C. sentative Curtis of Kansas discussed
T. Brown, mining engineer of Socorro, the bill at length. He urged that the
and A. B. Fitch, manager of the Gra- constitutions of the new states be
to contain ample provision for
phic mines at Kelly, who were the
owners of the Graphic, Ida Hill and the protection of the Indians in their
Contact lead and zinc mines in the treaty rights with the United States.
Kelly mining district on yesterday
Senate.
sold them to W. H. Cottingham, trusWashington. March 31 The Senate
tee. The deeds for the properties have today passed a joint resolution provid
been delivered to the purchaser and ing for the printing of 12,000 copies
the cash consideration paid over to of the Northern Securities Merger
the sellers. The new owners took pos- case for general distribution.
session of the properties today March
Nichols Confirmed.
31. The transaction is the most imWashington. March 31 The Senate
portant one in mining circles, which vesterdav afternoon in executive ses
has taken place of late years fn New sion confirmed the nomination of Will- Mexico and will prove of great benefit lam Francis Nichols, of Arizona, to be
to the mining interests of the Terri- secretary of Arizona.
tory as the very extensive lead and valuable zinc deposits in the mines will
be developed and worked to their full- ISSUES WRIT OF
est capacity and it is very probable
HABEAS CORPUS
that extensive reduction works will be
erected and operated at the mines. The
money consideration paid is private
but it is understood to be very hand For Charles Moyer Held as a Prisoner
By Militia on the Grounds or
some and profitable to the late owners.
Military Necessity.
Mr. Brown and Captain Fitch are well
and favorably known throughout New
Grand Junction, Colorado, March 31.
Mexico and especially in mining
District Judge Theron Stevens has
issued a writ of habeas corpus for
Charles H. Moyer, president of the
Western Federation of Miners, who is
EXPLOSION IN
held as a prisoner by the military au
The writ is diSQUIBS FACTORY thoritiestoat Telluride. General
Sherman
rected
Adjutant
M. Bell and Captain Bulkeley Wells.
Fourteen Girls Killed and Horribly The only reason given for the confine
ment of Moyer is "military necessity.
Mangled Near Scranton Caused
By Carelessness.'
March 31

A MIXED

-

legree.

',.

,

;

'.! .'

v-v

"' "

The com

mittee on permanent organization conPedro
sisted of A. M. Dettlebach,
and
Quintana, John L. Zimmerman,
Ascencion Rael. The committee on
resolutions, N. B. Laughlin, Charles F.
Easley, John Patterson and A. B.
The committee on credentials re
ported the following as the members
of the convention:
Ward No. 1. N. B. Laughlin, Joaquin
Martinez, Manuel Delgado, Miguel Gor
man, Seberiano Ribera A. M. Dettlebach, Eugenio Sena, Juan Delgado.
Luis Lujan and J. P. Victory; Ward
No. 2, Charles F. Easley, Marcelino
Garcia, John C. Sears. Pedro Quintana,
Jose Ortiz y Baca, Tony Neiss, Matias
Domineuez. Miguel Ortiz, Jose G. Gu
tierrez and Bonifacio Ortiz; Ward No.
Genovevo Sandoval,
3, Jose Segura,
.Tnse n. L. Carillo. J. L. Zimmerman,
John Patterson, Alfredo Delgado, Hi- larlo Sandoval. James S. Conklin, J. b.
Candelario and E. R. Estes; Ward No.
4, Juan Sisneros, Meliton Castillo, A.
n Ponphan Nestor Rodriguez, D. C.
Allard, Nicolas Baca, Ascencion Rael,
Arthur Seligman, Camillo Padilla and
Ramon Armijo.
Permanent organization was effect
ed na follows: President. Jose Segura;
vice presidents, Frank Dibert and
John P. Victory; secretary, James S
t
Conklin.
The committee on resolutions pre
sented the following resolutions which
were adopted:
Be it resolved That the Democracy
of the city of Santa Fe, in convention
assembled, recognizes that a change of
administration in city affairs is essen
tial to our local advancement, for the
reason that the people at large have
lost faith in the present regime and expect little of public good from the mu
nicipal government so long as it continues. While we admit that some local improvements have been made in
the way of sidewalks, yet we notice
that the expense has come out of the
nockets of the individual, whereas the
citv management has done absolutely

nothing

in

its particular

sphere.

Bridges and culverts were never in so
bad a condition, crossings are dirty
and oversoread with accumulation of
mud; the roads are full of ruts and
holes so as to be almost impassable
in many places. We are in favor of
economy, but not that class of. economy
which favors the office , holder and
burdens the .people. , We ; politically
demand the election of men to office
We
who are honest and progressive.
demand a businesslike administration
of the city schools and a business like,
management of the donation of Fort
Marcy, and we feel that the speedy
sale wilt be advantageous in the high,
est degree as it will enable us to pro
tide school buildings which will ornament the city and attract etraagers to
--

3

Albuquerque and return
to 9 via Santa Fe. '

'$4.15 April

'

'

oft

Page

nht.
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SflHTH FE HEW

TUP HF4RST RDHM.
It is becoming apparent, despite the I
frantic efforts of his opponents that

HlEXICflN

"

mod thmughl I
wovtd nmvor emgmim mjr homtth."
"Three years of delicate health
trying doctors' prescriptions and
patent medicines" without benefit
might well sap the courage of any
woman. And yet Mrs. Bryant proved
that the question of the cure of womanly disease is only a question of
using the right remedy. A few doses
restored
of 'Favorite Prescription
her courage and revived her hope,
because she could see "a decided
Three
change from the first."

TEL" 333

lomt comrma

William
Randolph
Congressman
HE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY,. PUBLISHERS
Hearst will go into the St. Louis cona strong backing of deleSfAX. FROST
Editor vention withman
can say as yet what
gates. No
rAUL A. F. WALTER
will do, but if Mr.
convention
that
........ Associate Editor. Hearst
keeps on gathering delegates
CHARLES M. STAUFFER .. Manager as
he Is now doing, he may receive the
Xatered aa Second Class matter at nomination, and what then? The Den
ver Republican deplores the situation
She Santa Fe Postofflce.
that
as not beneficial and says
The New Mexican Is the oldest news-p- er the worst elements in the Democratic
in New Mexico. It is sent to ev-r- y party and the worst elements in the napostofflce in the Territory, and has tion are united in the Hearst-BryaDemocratic
U large and growing circulation amomg campaign to capture the
the intelligent and progressive people nomination for the presidency.
Despairing of securing the nominaaf the Southwest
tion himself Bryan has gone into a
combination with the chief representaRATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
tive of yellow journalism to capture
25 the
&ally, Tpr wefk. by carrier
prize for the latter. By the use
U 00 of tens of thousands of dollars lavishly
Dally, ier mouth, by carrier
71
Dally per mosth, by mail
spent this pernicious and dangerous
00 combination has managed to secure
Dally, six months, by mail
7 60 several delegations to the national conDaily, one year, by mall
2 00 vention, and as each new success of
Dally, three months, by mall
25 this kind is achieved the probability
Weekly, per month
75 that Hearst will be a leading competi
Weekly, per quarter
months' use of the medicine re00 tor for the nomination becomes more
1
months
Weekly, six
stored her to perfect health.
more
and
evident.
2 00
Weekly, per year
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
Republicans, who stand for law and
cures irregularity, dries weakening
order and common sense in the admindrains, heals inflammation and ulistration of the government, desire
ceration, and cures female weakness.
UNION
Mrs. Sarah Bryant, President of Memphis
Democratic defeat, but at the same
Social Science Club, residing; at 271 Atkinson
time they would not have a great poAve., Memphis, Tenn., writes: "I suffered
with delicate health for three years, trying
litical party throw itself away in folly
doctors' prescriptions and patent medicines
Reand
dishonor.
I Tost courage and thought I would
Every
until
intelligent
THE IMPORTANCE OF MUNICIPAL
never retrain mv health: but a few doses of
publican recognizes the value to the
CLEANLINESS.
'Favorite
Prescription' made me change
your
country of a strpng minority imbued
my mind. Could see a decided change from
I
The question of municipal cleanli- with patriotism and guided
so
the
first,
kept on taking it for three
by common
months faithfully and am now in perfect
ness is one of the greatest importance sense. However powerful and
well enhealth."
in many directions, especially when it trenched the
Dr. Pierce's Medical Adviser, in
majority may be, it is a
relates to the healthfulness and ap- menace to any country when the minpaper covers, is sent free on receipt
of 21 one-cepearance of a town, the streets, ave- ority goes widely astray, surrendering
stamps to pay expense
of mailing only. Address Dr. R. V.
nues, and alleys therein and not less itself to a spirit of radicalism and apPierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
so to the individual residences, yards
pealing not to the patriotism, but to
of
The
and premises generally.
spring
the passions of the multitude.
the year is always the best time to The Hearst-Bryacampaign is an
The Las Vegas Optic in Monday's
give a city and everything contained in appeal to the latent spirit of anarchy issue favors a citizens' municipal tickit, a thorough and careful cleaning. and unrest, which in some form is et
Tuesday's election in that city.
The importance of such action is thor- present in the hearts of a large num- Theforconditions
there may be ripe for
some
in
well
and
recognized
oughly
ber of the people in any country, how- such a movement. The Optic is on
attenand
cities and the utmost heed
ever prosperous or however well gov the ground and ought to be able to
tion should be paid to it in Santa Fe. erned it may be.
judge. In this city, party tickets will
The cleaner and the prettier this town
So far as party success in the ap be nominated and a municipal fight
and the premises therein, the better proaching
presidential election is con- will be fought out on party lines exwill be the general health and the cerned,
better could occur for
a faction of Republicans will
nothing
comfort of its residents and sojourn- the Republicans than the nomination cept that
and indirectly the Demoaid
directly
ers.
of
"colt
of
Democrats
the
that
the
by
This is the situation
ticket.
cratic
The Pueblo Chieftain in a recent is- wild ass" whom
Is pushing to and talk and argument cannot change
sue published a very timely and sugges the front. But it Bryan
would be a bad thing it, the time for such having passed.
tive editorial upon the subject which for the country if by such a nomina
ought to be heed,ed by the city author- tion it should be shown that the DemThe Commercial Club of Albuquerities as well as every individual, prop- ocratic party had lost all its claims uphas
strong resolutions in
que
erty owner and resident of the capital on the approval of the conservative, favor of adopted
joint statehood for New Mexof New Mexico. The Chieftain says order-lovinpatriotic citizens of this ico and Arizona under the name of
that there are so many excellent rea- republic.
Arizona. The club has as good a right
sons why all property owners or occuWhether the Democratic national to its opinion in favor of joint stateat
some
attention
should
devote
pants
convention will commit this folly is hood as have
s
of the people
this time of the year to the clearing uncertain, but it is beyond question
Arizona
to their
and
Mexico
New
of
and cleansing of their premises that more
probable than it was three weeks opinion against the measure. That
extreme
but
thoughtlessness
nothing
The fact that the Hearst-Bryathe people will be successful despite
or indifference can explain neglect of ago.
has made the progress not- commercial clubs and similar organi
campaign
such effort.
ed is evidence of the depths to which zations, there can be no doubt. After
.In the first place it pays just from the party of Jefferson and
Jackson and all, on election day the votes of the
inthe looks of the thing. People are
Tilden has fallen.
"plain people" count as much, vote for
fluenced a great deal more than they;
vote, as those of the silk stockings.
think by their surroundings, and if the
Some time ago the New Mexican
man of the house who spends the ma- favored a
municipal tickOhio, City op Toledo,
jor portion of his waking hours at the et for this city; it' found no encourage- State of Lucas
J
County.
office or the store does not care what ment for this
makes oath that he is
J.
Frank
and
hence
Cheney
plan
dropped
look
like, the it. It seems after all
the house and the yard
senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney &
that there are so Co.,
doing- business in the City of Toledo.
wife and especially the children, do
and State aforesaid, and that said
and
here
that
County
many
party
politicians
care and it makes a difference to them, lines are
firm
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
so strictly drawn in this town DOLLARS
for each and every case of Catarrh
alnot
though unfortunately they are
cannot be eured by the use of Hal
that straight party tickets must be that
J. CHENEY
Cure.
Catarrh
ways able to control the situation as nominated
and voted for. That being Sworn to before me FRANK
and subscribed in my
they would like to have it.
A. D. 188tS.
of
6th
this
case
December,
and this being a Republican presence,
day
the
And in the next place cleaning up
A. W. GLEAsON,
own
its
will
it
ISKAL.j
paper,
NOTABY
support
naturally
PUBLIC,
pays as a business investment. A party ticket consistently and energetiHall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally.
is
and
is
blood
on
house
and mucous
and acts directly
the
neatly kept
yard that
cally. It asks nothing as far as a tickof the system. Send for testimonials
actually worth more than one that is et is concerned, except that as good surfaces
tree.
F. J . CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
dirty and Tun down. And a house in a citizens as possible, and tried RepubliSold by all Druggists, 75c.
clean and pretty neighborhood Is
Hall's
Take
in
Family Pills for constipation.
be placed
nomination for the
worth more than one in a district cans,
various
and
The
ward
offices.
city
where carelessness and neglect is the
I. B. & R. H. HATMNA.
New Mexican knows the people of this
rule. Not only that, but the city itself town
GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS.
is
not
This
well.
very
Utopia
of
is largely judged by the appearance
Roam 15. Catron Block, Phone 71.
it does not ex ect an ideal ticket,
its individual houses, and judged too and
as good nomidoes
in a way that has a most important but it as except that
conditions will permit, be
nations
Follow the crowd to the Bon Ton.
bearlngupon its business affairs. The made.
neatness
and
cleanliness
where
city
are the general rule always finds it A serious skirmish between Cos
Insure Your Property In
profitable in a business way.
ST. PAUL FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
and
took
sacks
Japanese infantry
place
And In the third place spring cleanI. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Saturday last at Chung Ju. The Cos
ing around the house is not only an sacks
Room 15, Catron Block.
were
commanded
famous
the
by
advantage but a necessity from the cavalry General Mistchenko. Nobody
standpoint of personal and public seems to know exactly what this fel OUR Facilities are
complete for the
health. Fortunately every city has its low is famous
for, but General Kuro-patki- n prompt production of Book, Pamphspecial officers whose duty it is to see
was compelled to report that let,
Catalogues, and General Printthat the health of decent' citizens is this "famous
as
to
had
retire
and
general"
ing
Binding. We do rnly the Best
or
ignot sacrificed by their careless
the fire of the Japanese infantry was grades of work and solicit the businorant neighbors. But the strict en too
deadly and hot. So far General ness of firms and individuals desiring
forcement of the rules of the board of
has not made good a sin "something above the ordinary" at
Kuropatkin
to
health is not sufficient, and it ought
one of his assertions as to blowing simply a consistent rate for the charbe the pride as well as the duty of ev- gle
the
sky high as soon as he acter of work W3 turn out.
ery citizen to see that the city is kept took Japanese
command
active
of the Russian
as healthy as possible by being kept
forces in Manchuria.
Insure Your Property In
as clean as possible.
LONDON & LANCASHIRE FIRE INS. CO.
Fortunately Colorado cities with
In the House of Representatives
their free circulation of air, their conI. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
take it out in simply discussing
stant sunshine and their usually abun- theystatus
' Room 15, Catron Block.
of the colored race in the
dant room do not need to face the dan- the
south. In some of the southern states,
gers of different conditions, but it is
none the less true that beauty, busi- as in Arkansas for instance, when
ness and health all combine to make they 'discuss the status of that race,
the matter of municipal cleanliness a they shoot about a half dozen or so
most important one. And the only colored men in order to give emphasis
Are you satisfied at home? Or do
to
discussion.
This was done a
wish to better yourself? You
way this can be secured is by each in- fewthe
you
days ago in Arkansas, when elev- should
dividual assuming the responsibility
investigate what the San Joa- en
were
killed
shot
and
negroes
by puin Valley of California has to offer
for the premises of which he is the
white men and that without scarcely hustlers. In that
master.
great valley is grown
a provocation. This is a bad state of nine-tentIt requires no great amount of mon-y- , affairs
of the U. S. raisin crop,
a
and
United
to
the
disgrace
time or effort to keep things
and millions of gallons of wine are
"slicked up" around the house and States.
made yearly. You can profitably raise
almost everything there. Good farms
yard, and the expenditure or investIn yesterday's political gatherings,
ment is one that assures good returns.
at
cheap prices. Low rate colonist exsome very good citizens were nominatin March and April on the
cursions
ed for ward offices. The Republican
Politics makes strange bed fellows. nominations for members of the city Santa Fe. Write for pamphlets to H.
On the Democratic city ticket nom- council and of the city board of educa- S. Lutz, A., T. & S. P. Railway, Santa
inated yesterday, there appear the tion are very good and far above what Fe, New Mexico.
names of T. B. Catron, Republican, and they have been since the city has been
N. B. Laughlin and C. F. Easley, Dem- organized. Some very good citizens
ocrats. Who would have thought this were also put on the
Demoat the time of the November elections cratic ticket for the same offices. The
in 1900 and 1902?
campaign promises to be quite lively
and spirited. The chances are in favor of the regular Republican
There is considerable more truth
For Fine Photos.
the
from
than poetry in the following
who
man
"The
Citizen:
Albuquerque
Finished in Platinum and
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
studs in the way of Republican har- Take
Laxative
Bromo
Quinine Tablets. Platino.
mony is not a friend of the Republican AH
druggists refund the money if It
party, but an enemy. The man who
PLAZA STUDIO
to cure. R. W. Grove's signature
stands in the way of Republican vic- falls
Santa
I
N.
j
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Attorneys at Law.

OXFORD CLUB
Has on hand a oonshra

MAX. FROST,

searching titles a specialty.
EPWARD L. BARTLETT,
Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office
In the Capitol.

n

M.

EUGENE A. FISKE,

X.

Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
Supreme and District Court Practice.

J E Laconic Piopiietoi

BENJAMIN M. READ,
Attorney-at-Law-

The People All Say:

rrsi

Attorney-at-Law-

a ei n

ji

BT!

Attorney-atLaw-

Francisco

A Farm For Yotil

d

Calif otnia

Go to Davis

tory should be relegated to the rear."

oa each bos. Ma

Fe,

V.

.

Las Cruces. New Mexico.
District attorney for Dona Ana, Otero,
Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties!

Third Judicial District.

CHAS. F. EASLEY.

(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney-at-Law- ,
Santa Fe, N. M.,
Land and mining business a specialty.
E. C. ABBOTT,

Santa Fe,

jew
toico.

Attorney-at-Law-

.

Practices in the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful attention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties
of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe. N. M.
EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney-at-Law- .

"j

Practices in all the courts.
"Mining cases and mineral patents
la specialty."

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

and steam heated
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, bathe and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
to date. First-clas- s
throughout. Everything-uA
eennedted. Pine Sample Room for Commercial Men
fire-pro-

--

of

LAS CRUCES,

NEW MEXICO.

FRANK W.' CLANCY,
Attorney-at-La-

(District Attorney 2d Judicial District.)
Practices In the District Courts and
the Supreme Court of the Territory, also before the United States Supreme
Court In Washington.
ALBUQUERQUE - - NEW MEXICO.

p

AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.

Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office in the Building

A. B. RENEHAN.
Attorney-at-La-

A.

OSTEOPATHY

F. SPIE6ELBER6

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
!
Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue.
Successfully treats acute and chronia
diseases without drugs or medicines.
No Charge for Consultation.
m
Hours:
p. m. Phone 156.
,

.

226 San Francisco St.. South Side of Plaza.

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
RWfTFATTV

DENTISTS
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spits' Jewelry
South Side of Plaza.

C. O. HARRISON, D. D. S.,

Fischer's Drug Store.
On the Plaza.
(Successor to Dr. Manley.)

Office: Over
.

Civil Engineers

of everything in the Una.

Santa Fe,

DIGNEO & NAPOLEON, Props.-Dealein All Klnda etTPssnsetie and Imported
rs

Wines, Liquors, Clears and Tobaccos
California Wines, Rhine Wines and Native Wines.
G. F. Heublein & Bro's. Cocktails all ready for use.
'
Avondale Club Whiskey, Silver Creek Whiskey.

Stenography

FINE BAR, BILLIARD TABLES AND CLUB ROOMS.
No. 210 Don Gaspar Avenue
Telephone No. 6.
If you want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if you
want to rent a house, if you want your house rented, or if you lose

Notary Public, Stenographer and Type
writer. Translations
From Spanish into English and from
English Into Spanish carefully made.
Office with U. S. Attorney for the
Court of Private Land Claims, Federal

STX

MEN INSTBUCTOtS,

,sB
TUmON,

MUtS

to brritotf.

si

AMI LAUrSXC

FRANCISCO DELOADO,
Santa Fe, N. M.

It is an admitted fact that real estate,

rTTTTTm

ioi Saeptrtaf If

1

financial men and merchants aU say,
that quickest and best results are obtained by advertising la the "Neva

Mexican.'

The last batch of Scratch Pads ad
vertised for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company went like hot cakes.
We did not expect such a run. We
have turned out from our
bindery a larger Quantity than ever
and can supply you for a limited time
at 10 cents per pound. The best paper
Is used in making them. They ase
Just the thing for offices, stores, asti
especially for use la the schools. Ootm
onlck as they will not last Ions.
-

1X9 per

KOSWGUIss

CUssait.A.4

M.

SCRATCH PAPER.
Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
papers at 10 cents per pound at the
New Mexican. This Is scrap paper put
up In pads and Is less than the paper
originally cost Only a limited supply.

anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

Established

Typewriting.

Stenography and Typewriting.
Notary Public.
Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N.

Building.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL G? HEW MEXICO.

&

N. M.

Calls promptly answered.
Office Phone 76. Residence Phone 151

Family Trade a Specialty

KETC7

Surveyors

LEW H. BLAKE,
135

.

ROSWELL.

&

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Work a Specialty.
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.

THE ST. ELMO CLUB

mwM juti pi

2-- 5

2

Store.

Blankets, Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and Linen
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.

To have the best

j

w.

Practices in the Supreme and DiatrssT
Court. Mining and Land Law a special'
ty. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Building, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET..

HS- -

v

H. H. LLEWELLYN,

Attorney-at-Law-

THE

i

n

Practices in all the
Santa Fa

WILLIAM

the North Side of the Street.

No. 259 on

w. j. Mcpherson.
.

T iTTJK, 1ST

IRISH AND SCOTCH WHISKIES
AND DISTILLERY BOTTLED WHISKY.
PRENCH COONAC AND HOLLAND OIN.
CALIFORNIA WINES AND BRANDY.
OUINNESS'S PORTER AND BASSES ALE.

Street

M.

Courts in the Territory.
New Mexico.

re? W

W. ft, McBRAYER. OLB CROW ssi
OLD OSCAR PEPPER KENTUCKY WHISKIES.
OVEtHOLT sad QUCKENHEIMER PENN RYE WHISKY.

Ell

.

Practice in all the Courts, Taos, N.

hatt v MT7ixr imtrvfr art

n

Palace Ave.

WILLIAM McKEAN,

That THE NEW MEXICAN Prints All the
News. A good paper to have in your home, in'yoar
store, in your office or in your shop. If yotf would
keep posted on the events of the day, subscribe for

n

n

M.

Office Sena Block.

nt

five-sixth-

,

Santa Fe, N.

unruv:

N. M.

GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
Office in Griffin Block. Collections saw

Mfppfy of

8T., SANTA FS,

at Law, Santa Fe,

Attorney

the finest hamda cf
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
All the Popular Gat
BAN FKANCI8CO

CARPS.

PROFESSIONAL

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, March 31, 1904.
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SOCORRO COUNTY.

Relieves Instantly or Money Refunded.

SORE FEET, BUNIONS.

Prevents Swelling, Allays Inflammation. It Cools.
It Soothes. It Cures.
108

Im

Sold mXj

.

Mc,

At all foo

(1.00 Bottlea.

COMPANY, Santa Fe,

DRUG

For Sale By FISCHER

nifftoU.

V, M.

and for new machinery.

ine silver uity Enterprise says:
Colonel Hogan, in charge of the Maud
S. mine at Mogollon is expected home

THE EQUITABLE LIFE
ASSURANCE SOCIETY
OF THE UNITED STATES.
HENRY B. HYDE, Founder.

Dec. 31. 1903

.

$1,409,918,742.00

.

New Assurance Issued
in 1903

Income '
Assets Dec. 31. 1903

322.047,968.00
73.718.350.93
381,226.035.53
307,871.897.50
73,354,138.03
34.949,672.27

.

JAMES W. ALEXANDER, President.
Albuquerque, N. M.
MRS. L. A. HARVEY, Agent,
102 Chapelle St., Santa Fe, N. M.

ii

UMMte
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IB fitnu qiougeitoji comiEuaa

P. F. HANLEY

Fine W incs, Liquors r Cigars
Use.
and Native Wines for
Family

Imported

OUR SP BCIALTIKS Old Craw, McBrayer. Qnckenheimer Rye, Taytai
and Puton, OM Jordan and Monogram, Ky., Whiskies,
SANTA FE. N.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET

T1E qAS. VAGiEI FURJJITUIE

CO

WE LEAD IN EVERYTHING.

Chinaware, Glassware, JPietnre
frames Xade U Order

ber-"n'-

TXE TABLE.

Vice-Presiden- t.

EDWARD GRUNSFELD, Manager,

i.

fmui and

KoldiBffs Stores and
Goods Sold on Baay

Payne

CrjArLES WAGfiER
"Licensed Embalnicr"
.

1--

er

San Francisco Street.

10.

Nictit Cafle

Ai

I

erad from residence

Telephone No. I.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN

Dry Goods, Notions, Clothing,
Gent's Furnishing Goods
'

GUARANTEED SHOES.

New Goods Arriving Daily.

Prices, to suit your pocket books.

NEW EQUIPMENT

NEW MEXICAN PRWTIN

Dealers.
New BexSce

Santa Fe

ir

C0

Cttisins and TsbJs
Service Unazealled

and fUfot

Thnughom

The Palace Hotel
.

Large

VAWOHW,

pEfiiiYnpynL

The Annual Dividend Policy
Te
he Best Life Insurance.
UNION CENTRAL LIFE INS CO.. CINCINNATI.

Lowest. Rates

SataIe Reoas fer Commercial

Esata Fe

B'ggest Returns.

I. B. A R. H. HANNA, Agents.
"
Room 15, Catron Block.

Insure Your Property in

PROP.
XI

en.

Now Mexico

DENVER,

SALT LAKE CITY.

PROMPT SERVICE

and all points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Montana aad the Great
Northwest.
CONNECTING AT TORRANCE, N. M., with the EI
System for El Paso, Texas, and all
in Southern
New Mexico, Arizona, Texas and the Republic of points
Mexico. Also for
Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago and all points east via tae Rock
Island system.
CENTRAL is the Short Line between Santa
Tj1S0ANTA
f8?J T'"8' Alamogordo, Carrixoxo, Santa Rosa, Tucum-car- i,
N. M., Dalbart, Texas, and all other
points on the El
System.
For freight and passenger rates, and other information
regarding
the Santa Fe Central Railway and the country through which
it operates, call on or address
Paso-Norueastc- rn

n

B. W. ROBBINS, G. F.

mm s

the
SJ'paaaje

& P. A., SANTA FE, N. II.

n upe ststepi

ajajajajajajajaja; mwwWV1

Denver

Rio 6rande, Rio Grande Western. Rie
Urande A Santa Fe and Rio Grande
A

Southern Railroads.
THE POPULAR LINE TO

Colorado Springs, Pueblo. CrtopJe Creek. LeadviUe.
eienwood Springs, Aspen, drand Junction, Salt
Late City, Ogden. Butte, Helena, San Francisco.
Los Angeles, Portland. Tacouw. and Seattle. Also
Reaches afl the Pr ncipal Towns and Mining Camps
la Colorado, Utah and New Mexico.

iHE TOURISTS

FAVORITE ROUTE

To all Mountain Resorts

L7 ( I he Only Line

Passing Through Sakt Lake City BarovM to the Pacific

mm

DENVER

BETWEEN

ALAMOSA
CRIPPLE CREEK
LEADVILLE
QLENWOOD SPGS
ORAND JUNCT'N

SLEWS

DINING CARS

177

1

VLt

Corns

AND

SALT LAKE CITY
OGDEN
PORTLAND
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS A N GELBS

5253

s JLowiuweri
m

ar

sbbv

aw

you have headaches, tongue is coated, bad breath, bowels con
stipated, bad taste in the mouth f It
C
not all of these symptoms,
them? It's
your liver.
is a

natural

vegetable remedy,
containing no mineral or
: poisons. It will correct I
any or all symptoms, make your health,
appetite and spirits good. At drueeists, 5U cents.

j

I

LL

HERBINE is sold and guaranteed by FISCHER DRUG COMPANY, Santa Fe

Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.

1--

GERMAN-AMERICA-

tmXIAM

CHICAGO,

CONNECTING AT SANTA FE, N. M , with the Denver ft
Rjo Grande Railroad for Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Trinidad

pills

IN CONNECTION

INS. CO., NfiW YORK.

I. B.
.R. H. HANNA, Agents.
Room 15, Catron Block.

Booth's oysters anv
them at Bon Ton.
-

wv

von want

KILLthe

cough

CURE the LUNGS

and

!r. ECing's

WITH

Wow Discovery
fob

0NSUMPTI0N

C

0UGHS
OLDS

and

WITH THE

Rock Island System
RUNS
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REMINGTON TYPEWRITERS

EL PASO

THE SHORT LINE OF NEW MEXICO

1--

1--

Telephone

Santa Fe
Central
Railway

rn

.

JAMES H. HYDE,

Your Friends and Neighbors in Santa
Fe Will Show You How.
Rubbing the back won't cure back
ache.
a liniment may relieve, but can't
cure.
tsacKacne comes from the inside
from the kiuneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills get inside
They cure sick kidneys.
Here is Santa Fe proof that this is
so:
Benito Romero, employed with Lam
s
Transfer, residence San Fran
Cisco .A, says: "The use of plasters for
a year and a half on my back did not
bring the results I expected and relief
from pain across the loins was Just as
remotely in the distance as it was when
I first noticed it. This led me to go to
Ireland's Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney
Pills and take a course of the treat
ment. I read In our Santa Fe papers
that they could be depended upon and
with considerable faith in the preparation because it positively stated they
were for the kidneys and the kidneys
alone. I commenced the treatment. It
was very satisfactory. I used two box
ss and they stopped the last attack."
For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents
a box. Foster-MllbuCo.. Buffalo. N.
Y... sole agents for the United States.
Remember
the name Doan's and
take no other.

soon from an extended absence in the
east. Report has it that the result of
his trip will be beneficial to the
mine he has 4n charge and incidental
ly to Mogollon."
TAOS COUNTY.
The board of directors of the JaynawK uoia Mining company held a
meeting on Tuesday at Red River for
the purpose of acting upon the resig
nation of the secretary-treasureDr.
H. C. Black. Henry F. Lueders of Wa
co, Texas, was elected to fill the va
cancy.
SANTA FE COUNTY.
The Cerrillos Anthracite "B" No.' 33
mine is located about one mile east of
Thick and juicy steaks at Bon Ton.
the town of Madrid, New Mexico, in
T 14 N, R 8 E, New Mexico principal
base and meridian. It is operated by
the Colorado Fuel and Iron Company;
John T. Kebler, general manager;
James Lamb, superintendent; - Felix
Murphy, pit boss.
A
rail tramway, about one
mile in length, connects the mine with
the breaker on the Cerrillos Anthracite
A" 28 mine in the town of Madrid.
(Effective January i, 1904.)
The coal produced is an excellent qualNo. 720 leaves Santa Fe at 9:40 a. m.
of
of
coal
thickness
ity
anthracite;
to connect with No. 2 east bound, with
seam, four feet; dip of vein, nine per connection from El Paso and
Southern
cent; length of slope, 535 feet. At California,
arrive at Santa
this depth the coal was cut out by the Fe at 11:50 a.returning,
m.
intrusive porphyrite sheet. From the
No. 722 leaves Santa Fe at 4:10 p.m.,
general indications it would appear to connect with Nc. 1, west
bound, for
that this, as well as another segregat Southern
arrive at
California,
returning
ed patch of coal, were thus located by
Santa Fe at 6:15 p. m.
broken
from
main
and
the
being
body
No. 724 leaves Santa Fe at 7:10 p. m.
floated to this phice upon the lava lake
to
connect with No. 7 westbound for
and stranded upon top of the lava
Paso, San Francisco and Northern
sheet in cooling, while the main coal El
California
points.
bed from which it was broken lies be
Passengers for No. 8 eastbound will
neath the lava sheet. The mine was also
leave or No. 724. Train makes
opened by a triple slope, double-cros- s
connection
with No. 7 but does not
entry, room and pillar system. It is wait for No. 8.
Returning, arrive at
ventilated by Murphy exhaust fan
m.
9:30
Santa
at
Fe
p.
Is
is
used.
It conveyed
Compressed air
CALIFORNIA
THE
LIMITED.
by pipe line from compressor house at
Now
Letween
daily
Chicago,
Madrid. Capacity, 40 horse power;
one 20 horse power engine is used for Los Angeles and San Francisco. This
train leaves Laray, westbound, at 8:40
haulage from the mine to the parting a. m. Eastbound
at 2:02 a. m. No con
on top, from whence the trips are haul
nectlon
with
these
trains from Santa
was
to
ed
the breaker by mules. Work
except that passengers arriving on
suspended upon the main slope and Fe,
No. 3, westbound, can reach Santa Fe
workings of this mine a year ago. The
at
11:50 a. m. on No. 2's connection.
property was operated through the All
of above trains run through solid
Martin entry, a new prospect opened
across the arroyo from the main slope from Chicago to California and carry
on this mine. The coal seam at this through Pullman and tourists sleepers
carpoint is nearly horizontal. It is opened except California Limited, which
ries
Standard
only.
Sleepers
a
attained
has
which
a
drift
length
by
Through sleeping car reservation arof about 535 feet and shows four feet
of clean, hard, anthracite coal of ex- ranged for on application.
City Ticket Office:
cellent quality, but each entry is lim
ited in length by the lava sheet which CATRON BLOCK EAST SIDE PLAZA
H. S. LUTZ. AGENT.
in alV entries
has been encountered
thus far driven. The prospects for a
Short orders a specialty at Bon Ton.
long continuance of production are
not favorable. Average number of
, MONEY'S DIGEST.
men employed underground 8; average
The New Mexican Printing Comnumber of men employed outside 4.
made
has
arrangements
Nationality of employes, Italians and pany
Americans. All could write, as shown with the publisher of Money's Digest
by signatures to vouchers. Number of of the New Mexico reports to sell the
days mine operated during fiscal year, same at the reduced price of $6.50,
305.5. Total and net output for fiscal delivered in any pact of the Territory.
year 9,232 tons; estimated value at This price will hold good only for a
mine, at an average of $2.31, per ton, limited time in order to reduce the
$21,392.17. The product is marketed in stock so as to pay for the publishing
New Mexico, Arizona, California, Col of the book.. This price Is subject to
orado and Texas.
withdrawal without notice, cash to
The Block coal mine Is located in accompany each order.
NE
of SW
SB
SE
SW
SE
SE
NW
of SW
The New Mexican Printing Com
of sec pany will do your Job work wUn neatof NE
and S
of NW
tion 32, T 13 N, R 9 E, New Mexico ness and dispatch.
principal base and meridian. It Is owned and operated by the estate of LeonGOLDEN STATE LIMITED.
ard Lewisohn. Address of owner,
The Golden State Limited will be re
New York City, N. Y. Richard S. Mc sumed, first train to leave Chicago,
Caffrey, general manager and agent of December 20, and Los Angeles,
estate of Leonard Lewisohn; address
24 1903, the service to be conSan Pedro, Santa Fe County, New tinued, on practically same schedu.e
Mexico. The new slope is in the NE as last season, until April 14 from Chiof section 32, T 13 N, R cago and April 20 from Los Angeles.
of SW
9 E. It is about sixteen miles southThis traia will carry the same
east from Madrid, New Mexico, by equipment as last year, to Los Ange
wagon road, and about twelve miles les, and an additional car for Pasafrom San Pedro, the product of the dena, also one for San Francisco.
mine being used at the Santa Fe Gold EL PASO NORTHEASTERN
SYS
and Copper Company's metal mines at
A. ft. BROWN,
TEM,
the latter named place, the coal being
G. P. A., El Paso, Texas.
hauled in wagons. Operation of the
metal mines has been suspended dur
Good' eating at the Bon Ton.
ing the past fiscal year, hence there
was no market for the product of the
Block coal mine, and it was not oper
ated, the mine being too far from railroad transportation to place coal in
other markets for sale.
Id KEU ud Sol MUUlo bona, Ml4
Kind of coal, bituminous; thickness
with blu ribbon. Take mo tber. RefaM
of coal seam,2 2 feet; dip of seam 11
DuKaroaa BatotltatlaM aad latlt.
tloaa. Buy or your Driggiit, or fend 4. la
sin
:
of
slope,
working
ids for PaptlmlMa. Tc
system
degrees
gle entry, room and pillar; depth of
Mall. 10.00 TesUmonteli. Sold aw
tan
all Draftta.
Chleaaater Chmleal O- aslope, 600 feet; ventilated by air shaft
tab
jHIi
whim.
horse
haulage by
r,

Assurance. Fund and all
other liabilities . ,
.
Surplus
in
Paid Policy holders
1903

E. Craig Is making active preparations for resumption on the Last
Chance mine and mill at Mogollon,
Socorro County.
The mill is being
thoroughly overhauled' aild will be
greatly increased in capacity. A force
of men has been put on development
work in the mine.
A deal is pending for the extensive
properties of the Helen Mining Com
pany at Graham, and the Confidence
mine at Mogollon. The intending pur

chasers are English capitalists and
will, if they secure the properties.
spend half a million on development

"STRONGEST IN THE WORLD."

Oustanding Assurance

GET INSIDE.

MINES AND MILLS.

USE

3

2--DAI-

LY

TRAINS-- 2
TO

Kansas City and Chicago
"GOLDEN STATE LIMITED"
Is Finest Train in Transcontinental Service.
BEST MEALS ON WHEELS"

Price

50c &$ 1.00
Free Trial.

Surest and Quickest Cure for ail
THBOAT and LUNG TBOUB-JLX- S,
or MONEY BACK.

"ASK THE TICKET AGENT."
T. H. HEALY,
Passenger Agent, El Paso, Texas,

A N. BROWN,

Q.

P. A

4
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to make Santa Fe his future home.
Mr. Harkness and family will stay temporarily at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Simon Neusbaum on Palace Avenue,
and will later move into their home on
Hickox Street, near the Santa Fe Central Railway.
J. Wallace Hubbs of Duluth, Minnesota, who bpent several months in
IF YOU Santa Fe this winter, left AlbuquerTO GO que last evening for Rincon where he
will take charge of the Harvey House.

In Tailor- Made Suits

ESTABLISHED I856

mm

FOR EASTER

COME
AND SEE!

THE NEW GARMENTS ARE HERE WAITING FOR YOU.
WANT TO LOOK LIKE A NEW YORKER YOU ARE BOUND
TO

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN'S

ALBUQUERQUE REPUBLICANS.

Trimmed Millinery for Ladies
and Children.

F

SFATION.

NO
The Republican city convention at
PROPOSITION.
COSTS ONLY YOUR TIME TO TEST THIS
SUITS AT $10.00, Albuquerque last evening nominated
CHARGE HERE FOR POSTING YOU
$15.00. $21.00. $25.00 or $26.50. AND SATISFACTION AT EVERY PRICE the following city ticket:
For mayor, George F. Albright; for
MONEY REFUNDED IF ANYTHING GOES WRONG.
city clerk, Harvey F, Lee; for city
249, 25i, and 25.1
treasurer. Henry E. Rogers. For city
NCISCO ST.
SAN
council, First Ward, long term, Henry
Phone No. 108.
Brockmeier; short term, P. Hanley,
Second Ward, long term, E. B. Harsch,
short term, George P. Learnard.
Fourth Ward, long term, T. N. Wilker-son- ;
short term, W. H Gillenwater.
Fourth Ward, long term, G. W. Harri
son; short term, Louis ureld. For
board of education:
First Ward, long
term, J. F. Luthy; short term, E. L.
Washburn.
Second Ward, long term,
Mrs. I. B. Hanna left this morning L. W. Galles; short term, Frank Hop
for her old home at Kankakee, Illinois, ping. Third Ward, long term, F. H.
m nil
-where she will remain, for a month.
Strong; short term, George Craig.
of
OFHanufectorer
A FULL LINK
Mrs. W. H. Rishel of Velarde, wife Fourth Ward, long term, R. W. HopFILIGREEJEWILBT. of the Baptist missionary at that point, kins; short term, J. W. Edwards.
WATCHES, CLOCKS,
is in Santa Fe on a visit,
STOCK MARKETS.
SILVERWARE,
Mrs. Jan Van Houten of Raton, is
New York, March 31. Atchison 72 Mi
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
ALL KINDS OF DESIGNS IK
Christian Wiegand at Las Vegas.
pfd., 92; New York Central, 116;
Samuel Eldodt left this forenoon for Pennsylvania,' 118; Southern Pacific
Filigree Fob Chains,
Union Pacific, 883; pfd., 93; U.
his home at Chamita, after spending 49;
S. Steel, 114; pfd., 59.
Filigree Neck Chains,
several days in the Capital
WOOL MARKET.
Filigree Souvenir Spoons,
W. J. Cardwell, an insurance man of
St.
Mo., March 31
Louis,
Wool,
in
was
Filigree Brooch Pins.
after
the
looking
Albuquerque,
steady.
terests of his company here today,
Filigree Bracelets,
Territory and western medium, 18
J. P. Goodlander, traveling man out 30; fine medium. 15
17: fine; 14
16.
Filigree Card Cases,
of St. Louis, spent the day in the Cap
ital talking business to city merchants.
MARKET REPORT.
South Side Plaza - Santa Fe
J. R. Teasdale who travels for a St.
MONEY AND METAL.
Louis shoe house arrived last evening
New York, March 31. Monevon call,
and today looked after business mat
easy, 1$
ters here.
per cent. Prime mer(& 5
Fresh Fruits in Season!
cantile
Fresh Flowers all the Time!
per cent. Silver
Captain J. A. LaRue, secretary of 55J4. paper i
confined
is
the Cattle Sanitary Board,
New York, March 31. Lead and cop
to his home at Las Vegas with an at per, lira
unchanged.
tack of jaundice.
GRAIN.
.
Kelsey of Pueblo, stopped ov
March 31. Close. Wheat.
Chicago,
er to see this city on his way to Cali May,
95; July, 87.
fornia and the Pacific coast and left
,
Corn, May, 56; July,
;
this afternoon for the west.
May, 413
July, 39M.
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.
E. A. Fiske is reported as quite ser
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
on
ill
Cathe
his
at
residence
A
iously
FLOWERS
Pork, May, 813.15; July, 813.35.
dral Place; he is suffering from a se
Lard. May, 86.97K: July. 87.15.
vere attack of erysipelas.
Ribs, May, 86.90; July, 47.07$.
DECORATIONS
WEDDING BOUQUETS
STOCK.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip H. Harroun of
FLORAL DESIGNS
San Francisco, California, but former
Kansas City, Mo., March 31. Cattle
ly of Santa Fe are the guests of Mr, market receipts, strong.
P. O. Box 457
&
&
JNative steers, S3. 50
Telephone No. 12
85.25; South
Harroun's parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. S.
ern steers, 83.50
84.15; Southern
Harroun.
cows, 83.40
83.25; native cows and
Antonio A. Salas, sheep raiser with heifers, 83.00 (3 84.30; Stockers and
Valencia
Pinos
at
Wells,
headquarters
84.25; bulls, 82.50 (3
feeders, 83.00
County, was among yesterday's arriv- 84.75; calves, 82.75
86.25; western
als. He is here on business and to steers, sd.uo
84.50; western cows,

SALMON & ABOUSLEMAN,

Wholesale and Retail DRY GOODS

SPITZ

!3.

DIAMONDS

midUNAL mcniiun

JEWELRY

jr

ETC.

Wm
4$

I

nrnnnmi urilTinil

j
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FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
,rr

! !

J

Prices are Prevailing at

JOHN KQURY'S HEW CASH STORE
BEAUTIFUL; white China silk waists, daintily made,
Just the Thing ! to wear with the new style separate skirts.
lace-trimme- d.

new stock collars, silk and linen, handsomely embroidered
I
fast approaching and Easter hats are in

REMEMBER Easter
demand.

LOOK OYER the display at our store before you decide on your
purchase.
LET US take your measure for a stylish spring suit, made to order
by Rose & Company, the celebrated Tailors.
VEILINGS, embroidered and plain, in the latest shades lor the
coming season.

Catron Block

-

Spring Dress Goods.
All

the

New Materials "Including

Mohairs, Foulards, Ponges,

East Side of Plata

-

Phone

48

visit relatives.

We

Represent Three Eastern

GARDEN SEEDS
GARDEN HOSE:

Wire Wound,
Cotton Wound,
and Rubber.

SHOVELS, RAKES, HOES, WHEEL
BARROWS, ETC., ETC.
Headquarters for All Kinds of

SPORTING GOODS
at the Lowest Possible Prices

W. A. McKENZSE
Hardware Store.

Merchant

Tailors. Prices and Fit Guaranteed. We are
Agents for Monarch Shirts and Cluett Collars and Cuffs.
Our Line of Men's Neckwear is the Largest and Most Complete Ever Shown in the
City.
P. O. BOX 219.

PHONE NO. 36.

San Francisco St.

Telephone 26.

GROCERS
Boss Patent Flour.
A NEW CAR

JUST IN.
want absolute success with all
your baking? The Finest of bread?
Do you

USE BOSS PATENT FLOUR.
The very finest ever made anywhere.
Our guarantee with every sack.
We not only say that it Is the best but
so does everybody that ever used It.
50 LBS. BOSS, $1.50.
50 LBS. CRYSTAL,
All

$1.40

the Bread that we sell

rmHW from BOSS

is made
FLOUR.. Trv

PATENT

some and see how good it is.
We have a limited supply of the finest MACKEREL that have ever
been brought to town EXCEPTING NONE a little better than
the best.
NEW YORK STATE BUCKWHEAT.
ESPANOLA HONEY.
PRIMROSE and BELLE SPRINGS BUTTER.

Sheep market receipts, strong.
Antonio J. Ortiz, sheep raiser at
85.25: lambs, 84.75
Muttons, 84.25
Galisteo, arrived in the city yesterday
85.90; Range weathers, 84 40 ffl 85.00:
over the Santa Fe Central Railway and Ewes, 83.00
84.50.
attended to business in the city while
Cattle, market,
Chicago, March 3i.
here,
receipt?, steady.
uooa
to prime steers, 85.25
85.80;
Miss Clara Olsen, secretary of the
Door to medium, 83.80 (3 85 00; stockers
Woman's Auxiliary of the New Mexico and
82.75
84 25; cows 81.75
Board of Managers of the Louisiana 84 30;feeders,
heifers, 82.25 & 84.50; canners,
Purchase Exposition, left this morning 81.75
82.60; bulls, 82 00 & 84.10:
for Las Vegas to attend the meeting calves, 82.50
86.50; Texas fed steers,
of the auxiliary in that city,
84.00
84.65.
Sheep receipts, steady to weak.
R. Pollard, father of C. L. Pollard,
0
Good to choice wethers, 84.75
85.45;
from
arrived
the Espanola merchant,
to choice mixed, 83.75
fair
84.50;
Espanola last evening on his way western sheep, 81.50
85.45; native
home to Cleveland, Ohio. He was ac lambs, 84.50 (3 85.85. western lambs,
Roland
Pollard, the 84.50 (3. 85.95.
companied by
young son of Mr, and Mrs. C. L. Pol
lard.
WHOLESALE
Wh
George Riegel of Salt Lake City,
and
who has been the guest of I. B. Hanna
for some time and who represents the Schilling's Best
RETAIL
interests of Mr. Stein of New York, in
tea
pice
coffee
near
Underdonk
ranch
af
the
flavor ng extracu
Lamy,
soda
DEALER IN
ter making a thorough- investigation
of the property has returned to Salt there IS lair dealing tOO.
Lake.
At your grocer's; moneybaclc.
President ET J. Van Vert of the New
Mexico Normal University will leave
Insure Your Property In
Las Vegas on Friday afternoon to visit I
THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE, N. M.
ORIENT INSURANCE CO., HARTFORD.
Santa Fe, Albuquerque, Gallup, Dem- I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
ing, Las Cruces, Socorro and Silver
Legal blanks of all kinds for sale at The New Mexican office.
Room 15, Catron Block.
City in the interests of the Summer
Normal Institute to be held at Las Ve
The - Now Mexican Printing Com
gas this summer.
Governor and Mrs. Otero left this I Pny will do your job work with neat- Governor I nss and dispatch.
morning for Las Vegas.
Otero will attend to official business
while in that city and Mrs. Otero will
S. CANDELARIO,
attend a meeting of the Woman's Aux301
and 303 San Francisco Street.
iliary of the New Mexico Board of Managers of the Louisiana Purchase Exposition of which she is chairman.
Wbeksale ami Retail Dealers la
Mr. and Mrs. M. W. Porterfleld of
Baby Bonnets In Great Variety. .
Silver City arrived at noon today from
Children's and Misses' Hats in
St. Louis, Missouri, where Mr. Porter- field has been attending to matters
Pique, Mull, Leghorn, Faucy
The bast place to bay NyJo Blankets, India a
connected with the New Mexico exhibit at the Louisiana Purchase Exposi Straw Braid, 80ft Plops, Etc., Etc.
Mexieaa Pottery, BeHea from the Cliff Dwellings,
tion. He will attend a meeting of the A Large Assortment, Very BeautiIadiaa BataeU, la fact all sorts of Carlos ef India
New Mexico board of managers of the ful and Reasonable.
mm Maataaa Mkka eaa ba taaaa at Oar Store
41 :
Louisiana Purchase Exposition which
will be held in this city tomorrow.
RAFFIA, REEDS, BEADS, for Indian Basketry.
Rev. A. M. Harkness, superintend
MISS MUGLER
ent of the New Mexico Society for Uie
BEAUTIFUI, MEXICAN DRAWN WORK.
Friendless, will arrive this evening
from Arlington, South Dakota. He Parlors, Southeast Corner of Plaza
O. BOX 340
:
:
:
:
:
SANTA FE, N. M
comes with his wife and two children
8 ANT A FB, N. M.

LEO RfERS cm

erever you see
baking-powd-

-

Bulk and Package

Alba-

In Out Men's Department.

53M-Oats-

33.5u.

Voiles-Eolienn- es,

tross in the Latest Spring Shades.

gnprialTV

EXCEEDINGLY POPULAR

SEE the

Exceptionally Beautiful Assortment of
Ladies' Waists in the Newest Designs.
An

D.-T-

82.00

Bros. Co.

Special Eastern Attractions

WE HAVE THE NEWEST SPRING
PATTERNS THAT WERE EVER SHOWN IN SANTA FE.
They Met in Convention Last Evening
THE MADE TO ORDER PRICES
and Put an Excellent City Ticket
SET YOUR FIGURE AT
in the Field.
AND WE WILL FURNISH BETTER STYLES AND ALL AROUND SAT- ONE-HAL-

INCORPORATED 1903

0

0

FLOUR, HAY,

GRAIJti, POTATOES,

SALT and SEEDS.

THE : OLD

MILLINERY

:

J.

CURIO

:

STORE
Prop.

Mexican and Indian Curios

&

EACH ARTICLE PREPARED, AND SOLD, AT
is guaranteed to be full standard strength, and free
from any Adulteration whatever.

re and s Pharmacy,

'

r

,r
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THE REPUBLICAN

ARE

YOU

PARTICULAR?

.

.

HAIR BRUSH

.

.

Well Attended and Harmonious
Very Good Ward Nominations
Delegates to Convention.

.

230

primary in Ward
at the school house
and was largely attended. Jesus M
Gonzales presided and Juan Moya was
secretary. The following ward nomi
nations were made: For member of
the city council for four years, Jose F.
Gonzales ; for member of the city coun

vvitii mi

iuuiii.il

SAN

FRANCISCO ST

MILLINERY,

cil for two years, Carlos Digneo; for
the board of education for four years
George W. Armijo; for member of the
board of education for two years, Sam
uel G. Cartwright.
The following
were elected delegates to the city con
vention on Saturday: Nicolas Sena, Al
bino Ortega, Felipe Archuleta,
Claudio Martinez, Romuaklo Tenorio
and Luis Moya.
In Ward No. 2, David M. White was
chairman, and. Federico Alarid, secre
tary. The meeting was held in the
hall of Evaristo Lucero. The follow
were made
ing ward nominations
City council for four years, Edmund C
Abbott; city council for two years, M,
E. Ortiz; board of education for four
years, Frank P. Sturges; for two
years, Hilario Trujillo. The follow
ing were elected delegates to the city
convention: David M. White. Edmund
C. Abbott, Federico Alarid, Frank P.
Sturges, Hilario L. Ortiz, Robert H
Bowler, Juan J. Ortiz, Agustin Salci
price baking powder co.. chioaco.
do and George Parsons.
In Ward No. 3, the Republican pri
mary was held at Fireman's Hall. John
V. Conway presided and Leo Hersch and Miss Grace Upton were married. cal mass at 9:30 in the morning
by
was secretary. The following ward James Cristall was best man and Miss Right Rev. J.B. Pitaval, sermon, by
Most
Reverend
nominations were made: For the city Beatrice Casey was bridesmaid.
Peter
Archbishop
Mrs. W. ttt. Dye who has been con Bourgade.
council for four years, Atanacio Ro
F. H. McElroy, city editor of the
mero; for two years, Adolph J. Fisch fined to her home with illness, is re- er; for the board of education for ported to be very much improved to-- Santa Fe Daily New Mexican for severfour years, Jacob Weltmer; for two day and expects to leave shortly for al months last year, died at his home
at Delaware, Ohio, on the evening of
years, Juan Shoemaker. Marcelino A her home in Georgia
A. Bischoff handles the very best March 26. Mr. McElroy was a journalOrtiz, Charles Conklin and Juan Shoe
maker were appointed a committee of corn-fegovernment inspected beef, ist of wide experience and held responthree to name the delegates to the Re- veal, pork and mutton. See ad. of spe sible newspaper positions at Indianappublican city convention. They named cial sale of K. C. beef at 12
cents olis, Indiana, and other eastern cities.
Marcelino A. Ortiz, J. A. Martinez,
His unfailing cheerfulness and sense
pound for Saturday only.
Ambrosio
Baca,
Ortiz,
Santiago
In the District Court this forenoon of humor made him many friends durCharles M, Conklin and Leo Hersch. the case of the
Acequia de las Joyas ing his stay at Santa Fe. H,e made a
These selections were ratified.
del Llano Frio versus the Acequia de brave and persistent struggle for life,
In Ward No. 4, the Republican
Llano, et al., a suit over certain rights but consumption, the grim destroyer,
primary meeting held at the court to the water in the ditch was on trial. won out. Mr. McElroy Is survived by
his wife and two sisters. His father
house, was the best attended on rec
On Sunday forenoon, the son of En
ord. It was enthusiastic and harmon
preceded him to the grave but a few
ious. David Gonzales who called the rique H. Salazar, was christened at weeks ago.
Las Vegas, being given the name of
meeting to order was elected perma
Everybody can afford to eat a fine
Mr. and Mrs.
nent chairman; Paul A. F. Walter was Enrique Hernandez.
K. C. beef roast for their Easter din- Romero
were
the
god
Margarito
chosen permanent secretary. E.. L.
jner by taking advantage of Bischoff's
Bartlett, Santana Herrera and Henry
special sale.
Special sale for one day only, Satur
Pacheco were named a committee to
The Las Vegas Optic perpetrates the
meat
A.
Bischoff's
at
2,
present five names for delegates to day, April
the Republican city convention on market, on the south side of the Plaza, following:
In Santa Fe winds never blow,
Rufus J. of strictly first class, government in- So
Saturday.
They selected
often said it must be so.
121-at
Kansas
City beef,
Palen, Mariano F. Sena, Edward L. spected
It's always calm and lovely there,
cents,
per
pound.
GonLino
David
Romero
and
Bartlett,
The azure skies are always fair,
Lucia Ribera, the six year old daugh And all
zales. The following ward nominathe Ancients will declare
tions were then made: For city council ter of Mr. and Mrs. Silviano Ribera, There never stirs a
breath of air.
for four years, Henrique Pacheco; for died last night. Funeral at the Cathe
on to tell how the other
and
then
goes
2
two years, William Salazar; for the dral at
o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
the wind blew the top from a
board of education, for four years, Ed Vicar General FourchegU will conduct night car near
Lamy and that the
freight
ward L. Bartlett; for two years, David the services
which is from Santa Fe, is so
crew,
Knapp. The delegates were instructProbate Clerk Celso Lopez today re accustomed to that kind of a thing,
ed to exert every effort and to vote for corded the following deeds: The City
that it never stopped the train to disthe nomination upon the Republican of Santa Fe to Isaac Harrison, lots 29 cover what had
happened. Of course,
city ticket of David Gonzales for city and 30 on Johnson Street, together that does to be told, but Santa Fe peoclerk. After ringing speeches by Ed with buildings and improvements in
have to be shown.
ward L. Bartlett, William Salazar and precinct No. 17, and a warranty deed ple
others the primary adjourned.
from Isaac Harrison to Davis S. Lo-CITY POLITICS.
witzki for the same property. Consid

tho flavor and adds to
the hoalfhfulnoss of tho food

PATTERN HATS

CHILDREN'S TRIMMED
and gntrimmed Hats from Fifty cents up.

1

d

2

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
P. S. DAVIS,

President

J jt

S. 0. CARTWRIGHT, Sec'y and Treas.

No. 250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Alarket Telephone No. 49.
MEADOW

GOLD BUTTER.

We are now selling more Meadow
Gold Butter than at any time since we
secured the sale of this famous brand.
Meadow Gold butter costs us more
than any. other brand we might buy;
e seH it because we believe it to be
worth what it costs. Those who are
content only with the best eat Meadow
GoH.

Ferndell Asparagus tips, tender, de'
licious, can 30c.
Three pound sacks Ferndell rice,
clean, large grained, 35c.
Ferndell French Lima beans, green,
succulent, can 15c. and 25c.
Ferndell tomato catsup, spicy, appetizing, 15c and 30c.
Ferndell preserves, pure, wholesome
..
delightful 40c and 65c.
,
BULK PICKLES AND OLIVES.
We now .have in stock a nice line
of bulk pickles and olives. Sweet and
sour cucumber pickles; sweet mixed
pickles; dill pickles; queen olives, and
pimlento stuffed olives.
CHINA AND GLASSWARE.
We are still working on what is left
of our immense stock of china and
glassware. T.'a have sold large quantities, but we still have a considerable
amount left. On these lots we are
making special prices to move them
quickly.
Extra special, all candlesticks at
'
half price.
See them in the window.
:

.

.

PATENT IMPERIAL FLOUR.

For twenty years Patent Imperial
Flour has been used in Santa Fe, and
alwa. s with the best of satisfaction.
We consider it the best all round family flour we have ever seen. It makes
good bread, good pie and good cake.
Why not insist on having Imperial
when it costs no more than other
brands. 0 lbs. $1.50.
FFRNDELL BRANDS.
We sell the Ferndell brands of can-- j
ned and package goods because a long
experience has taught us that any article put out under this label is the
best of its kind.
.

'..

Batchers, Baiters, Grocers

2

eration

: MINOR

CITY TOPICS

Won't it be a snap to get a fine beef
cents per
roast, or steak, for 12
pound worth 20 cents a pound.
March goes out as it came in, that
is, like a lamb. It always does at
Santa Fe.
Frank Blanchard and Miss Amelia
Romero will be married at Las Vegas
on next Tuesday.
The train from the south and the
west on the Santa Fe was an hour and
a half late this afternoon.
A. Bischoff in order to advertise his
fine Kansas City beef, will sell for one
day only, Saturday, April 2, choice
cents a pound.
cuts at 12
The Capital City Band will meet for
rehearsal at Adam's Hall tonight. A
full attendance is desired.
There was a little flurry of snow
shortly before noon, but the sun soon
broke through the clouds again.
It will increase your appetite tenfold
if you call at Bischoff's Saturday morning and inspect the fine meats on display for special sale for that day.
Wanted, a girl to do housework in
family of two.. Good home for the
right kind of a girl. Call at New Mexican.
Sheriff Fred Higgins of Roswell, last
Saturday took Mrs. La Velle of Roswell to the territorial insane asylum
at Las Vegas.
Leave your order in good time, for
that fine Kansas City beef, that A.
Bischoff wili sell for one day only, Sat
cents per
urday, April 2, at 121-pound.
On Monday evening, at Las Vegas,
George LeDue, a Santa Fe brakeman,
2

2

"Household i Goods,
Fvtmtvte and Qtseensware
We will furnish

iLJMJw
if TIT I

youi
house from kitchen to garret on easy payments, or
will give reasonably lew
prices for cash.
All kinds of new and
second-hangoods boaght
and sold.
d

WE DELIVER ALL GOODS.

Sn Fraicise

St..

D. S. LOWITZKI.

.

Saiia Ft,

I.
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HAS W

It is reported this afternoon that
George Anton lias been named to fill

n

Improvos

for Three Dollars and Eight Dollars.
LADffiS STREET HATS
for One Dollar and Fifty Cents and Three Dollars.

within the nast two years.

S. Spitz, the Plaza jeweler, was to
have been nominated yesterday on the
Democratic-Republicaticket as member of the city council from the Fourth
Ward. Mr. Spitz declined to make the
rare. He is a Republican and believes
in voting within regular party lines.

Ml
mmm

EASTER

large vote will also show

A

that Santa Fe has grown considerably

as candidate i'or councilman ia the
fourth ward. Mr. Anton is" a Republi,
can in politics.

The Republican
No. 1, was held

We have the finest assortment and
largest stock in town and woold be
pleased to show them to you.
Prices from 25c. to $4.00.

RDIIfi PHMDAMVi
riCPUCD unuu
i

better for the city and for its advance-

ment.

r:.-

vpifty Years the Standard

WARD PRIMARIES

Abotft the quality of your
.

--

5

$1.

Everybody can eat Kansas City beef.
of prime quality, for Easter dinner,
12 2 cents per pound of any cut you
desire, at A. Bischoff's meat market
on the south side of the Plaza, for one
day only, Saturday, April 2
A five year old San Juan Indian girl,
the daughter of Francisco Attencio,
died yesterday afternoon at the U. S.
Indian Industrial School. She was
taken ill with measles on Sunday afternoon and soon developed bronchial
pneumonia which was the cause of her
death. Mr. Haggett, the assistant superintendent, started this morning for
San Juan with the body.
The weather bureau again predicts
rain for tonight. Also colder weather
for Friday. The showers predicted for
last night failed to touch Santa Fe but
according to appearances fell in the
mountains round about. The maximum
temperature in the shade yesterday
was 52 degrees, the minimum tempera
ture was 37 degrees. The relative humidity was 38 per cent, and the precipitation .01 of an inch.
The special sale of choice cuts of
cents a
Kansas City beef at 12
pound, at A. Bischoff s on Saturday,
April 2, IS not a job lot sale, but of
prime, government inspected beef, sold
at other times at 20 cents a pound.
Holy Thursday, pontifical mass was
celebrated at 8:30 this morning at the
Cathedral. At 3 o'clock this after
noon the ceremony of the Washing of
Feet took place. There will be a sermon at 7:30 this evening. Tomorrow,
Good Friday, ceremony at 8:30 a. m.;
stations of the Cross and sermon at 3
o'clock in the afternoon. Saturday at
8:30 in the morning, Benediction of
the new fire, benediction of the Pas
chal candle, benediction of the Holy
Water and mass. Easter Sunday, first
mass at 6:30 in the morning; .Pontiff- 2

Ticket Fixed Up at Mr. Catfor
ron's Office Qualifications
Members of City Council.

Dem.-Re-

Yesterday afternoon about 60 voters
who declared that they were Republicans met in the office of Hon. T. B. Catron to caucus on names of candidates
for city offices proposed to be placed
in the Democratic city ticket in ac
cordance with an agreement made by
Democratic leaders and representatives of the meeting. Mr. Catron call
ed the meeting to order. Antonio Or
tiz y Salazar was elected chairman;
Jose Ortiz y Baca, secretary, and R. L.
Those present,
Baca, interpreter.
about 60 in number, among whom
there were a good many prominent
Democrats, agreed upon the ticket
which was later in the evening placed
in nomination by the Democratic city
were
convention.
The following
named as a central committee to fill
any vacancies that may occur: T. B.
Catron, chairman: Ward No. 1. Victor
Garcia; Ward No. 2, Charles F. Eas-ley- ;
Ward No. 3, Marcus Castillo;
Ward No. 4, Arthur Seligman. It is
understood that the Republicans who
were present at the meeting are to
give their strong support to the Dem
'

ocratic city and ward tickets nominat
ed (at last night's Democratic

It should be borne in mind that the
ownership of real estate within the
city limits is a necessary qualification
for eligibility to office as member of
the city council. If there are among
the nominees, any persons not owners
of real estate, they had best see to it
and either purchase such or resign
from the ticket upon which they have
been nominated.
LAS VEGASDEMOCRATS.
F. E. Olney

Nominated for Maypr;
Charles Tamme for Clerk and C'
E. Perry for Treasurer.

The Democrats of Las Vegan on
Tuesday evening nominated or endorsed the following ticket for city offices:
For mayor, F. E. Olney, R.; clerk,
Charles Tamme. D. ; treasurer. O. E.
Perry, D. For aldermen from First
Ward, A. J. Wert., D.. two year term:
P. F. Nolan, 1)., four year term: O. B.
Erickson, D., two year term. Aldermen
from Third Ward, B. C. Pittenger, D.,
two year term; Alderman from Fourth
Ward. R. C. Rankin. D
four year
term; W. B. Bunker, D., two year
term. School trustees from Firs
Ward, J. R. Smith, two year term,
Sig Nahm, four year term. From Set,
ond Ward, H. M. Smith, two years; Vr
H. Barnes, four years. From Thins
Ward, R. J. Taupert, four years: C. C:
From Fourth.
Robbins, two years.
Ward, H. S. Van Petten, two years,
W. G. Haydon. four years.
$25.00 to California via

Santa Fe.

J. P. VICTORY
Attorney at Law and

Real Estate

Apt

San Francisco Street. Santa Fe,

N.

TtEAL ESTATE LOANS.
Money to loan upon real
ty on easy terms.

estate

saci

HOMES.

I have a nice cottage (double) six
ooms on one side, 4 on
the other;
wner occupies 4 rooms and the rea.
rent for $25 a month; good neighbor--iood- ;
ample space to erect other bafl
stables
and
lings on same street;
rther outbuildings; the price asked hi
rery low.
Can sell at a bargain cozy homes on
Manhattan avenue, one a new stone
house with all modern improvements;
the other an adobe-brichouse, 7
rooms; fruit and vegetable garden;
ity water, hydrant and tank; 70 choice
truit trees; currant and raspberry
bushes; lot 80 by 265 feet. The stone
house will be rented.
k

SAN FRANCISCO STREET.
I have several business blocks foe

sale on this great mart of trade, some
of them producing more than eight
per cent, net, on purchase price asked.
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.

I have several other commercial tad

business propositions to submit thorn) desiring to enter mercantile life and .to
grow up with the new era of prosperity
now coming in with the Santa Fe Central Railway.
CHURCHES.
I am authorized to dispose of the Coo
gregatidnal Church, on the south side
convenient to the contemplated Union
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
be sold cheap, or the building will be
repa red and leased to responsible
'

MILLINERY PARLORS
OP

MES0AMES
East Corner Plaza

HALL

&

and DAVIS,
San Franclsce St

ALL THE LATEST NEW YORK
STYLES FOR

- and
STTCivdZBX
It is understood that A. C. Ireland, SE:E?.X1TC3-INCLUDING
will
accept the
Jr., the Plaza druggist,
Maline Nets, Chiffons, Braids.
Democratic nomination for member of
the city school board from the Fourth
Flowers direct from the hands
Ward.
of the workmen, Best Quality
Citizens should not fail to register,
Liberty Lomsine Taffeta Satin
and Velvet Ribbons, Stocks,
if they wish to vote at next Tuesday's
e
election. Saturday will be last day for
and Handkerchiefs. Fancy
registration. Every good citizen should
Brooches, Hatpins and Buckles.
see to it that his name is on the regis- tration lists. The larger the vote, the
Fall line Shirt Waist Noveltns.

EQUAL

IRELAND'S ; Benzoin and Witch Hazel Cream keeps the Face and Hands smooth and
white. Sold on a positive guarantee - - - Price 25c. a Bottle.

Cof-laf-

.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thwrsdav, March 3 , 1904.
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IRRIGATION
IN ARIZONA

The Beverage of Health
is the best drink in

Schlitz beer
the world for you.
The malt is a food; the hops a tonic. The
alcohol only y2 per cent is an aid to
digestion; a healthful stimulant.

Pure beer

m

m

1

Green beer causes biliousness.
That's why we age Schlitz for months before we market it.
Schlitz beer is absolutely pure; Ir can't harm you. Ask for
the Brewery Bottling.

And the beer must be aged.

Phone 33, H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,
San Francisco St., Santa Fe. N. M.

260

The Beer That Made Milwaukee Famous
LUMBER

4&

All Kinds

rf?

Building

CORD AND STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CERRILLOS AND HAG AN COAL
Delivered to any part of the City.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything

Phone 35, Santa Fe.

K.

that

Is Movable.

Branch Office and Yards, Cerrillos, N.

J. PALKN, Prrsirt

Insure Your Property In
Invaluable for Rheumatism.
have been suffering for the past AMERICAN CENTRAL INS. CO., ST. LOUIS.
severe attack of
few years with
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.,
rheumatism and found that Ballard's
Room 15, Catron Block.
Snow Liniment was the only thing
that gave me satisfaction and tended ADVERTISEMENT FOR PROPOSALS
to alleviate my pains. March 24, 1902,
Santa Fe, N. M., March 29, 1904.
John C. Degnan, Kinsman, Ills. 25c
Sealed proposals will be received at
50c. and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co.
this building until 2 o clock p. m
April 8, 1904, for furnishing fuel, lights,
water, ice, miscellaneous
supplies,
In
Insure Your Property
washing towels, hauling ashes, and
ATLAS ASSURANCE CO., Ltd., LONDON.
sprinkling streets for this building dur
I. B. & Ft. H. HANNA, Agents.
ing the fiscal ending June 30, or
Room 15, Catron Block.
such portion of the year as may be
deemed advisable. The right to reject
MORE RIOTS.
any and all bids is reserved by the
Disturbances of strikers are not treasury department.
A. L. MORRISON,
nearly as grave as an individual disorI

- SASH - DOORS
Material.
of
rftf

J. H. VAUGHN, Cashier.

HENRY L. WALDO,

J

1THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK

M

,

der of the system. Overwork, loss of
sleep, nervous tension will be followed
by utter collapse, unless a reliable
remedy is immediately employed.
There's nothing so efficient to cure dis
orders of ?the Liver or Kidneys as Elec
tric Bitters. It's a wonderful tonic,
and effective nervine for run down systems. It dispels Nervousness, Rheumatism and Neuralgia and expels Malaria germs. Only 50c, and satisfaction guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co.
Notice for Publication.
'

SANTA FE, EEVf CEJ0C9

United

States Designated Depositary.

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

ALL KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS

j jt jt

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY

FILLED

The Trade Supplied Prom One Bottle to a Carload.

Goadalffpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

r

Phone No. 367

(Homestead Entry No.

7,181)

Department of the Iktbbioh,
Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M., March 28, 1904
Notice ii hereby eriven that the following:
named settler has filed notice of his intention I
to make final proof in support of his claim,
ana tnat saia prooi win De made oetore tne
or receiver at Santa Fe, ti. M., on
register
May 4. 1904, viz: Johii Nagel for the e ae,
nw)4 se4 section 3, neH ne1, section 10. township 16 north, range 10 east. He names the
following witnesses to prove his oontinuous
residence upon and cultivation of said land,

Custodian.
Notica for Publication,
(Ho ir estead E ntry No. 7830.)
Depabtsisnt op the Interior.-LanOffice at Santa Fe, N. M., March 5. 1904.
Notice is hereby sriven that the following
named settler has filed notice of his intention
to make final proof in support of his claim,
and that said proof will be made before the
register op receiver at Santa Fe. New Mexico,
on April 15. 1904. viz: Enrique Ortiz for the
Lots 3 and 4, sVi nwH, section 3, township 16 north, range 10 east. He names the
following witnesses to prove his continuous
residence upon and cultivation of said land,
viz: Hilario Lucero, Teodoro Abeyta, Martin
VigH, Encarnacion Ortiz all of Santa Fe,
N. M.

Manuel R. Otero, Register.

Insure Your Plate Glass in the
METROPOLITAN INS. CO. NEW YORK.
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.

Room 15,

i
6

One

ANCIENT

But the beer must be pure. Impurity means harmful germs.
That is why we brew Schlitz in absolute cleanliness why we
filter even the air that touches it and sterilize every bottle.

rftf
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The most healthy nations in the world the most hardy, most
energetic drink the most of it.

CHARLES W. DUDROW,

San
"

Acre Out of Every
Three Hundred Has Been
Reclaimed Thus Far.

Only

J

1904 March. 1904

'
I

INFORMATION BUREAU OF
Ditches in the Valleys of the Gila and
THE WORLD'S FAIR.
A St. Louis World's fair information
Salt Rivers That Are a Thousand
bureau has been established at 836
Years Old.
Seventeenth street, Denver, in charge
of Phil P. Hffichcock, where informa-tio- n
A preliminary report of irrigation in
will be cheerfully furx.isb.fd.
the territory of Arizona for 1902 has
been transmitted to the director of the
It will pay you to advertise. Try it
census by Chief Statistician L. G.
Powers. The report was prepared un
SOCIETIES.
der his direction by Clarence G. Blan
information
based
upon
chard, and is
Masonic.
and
obtained by correspondence
lej
William
field
investigations by
through
MONTEZUMA LODGB
J. Barrows. It will soon appear as a
No. 1, A., F. and A. M.
part of the irrigation report for the
United States for the year 1902. The
Regular communication first Monday in
statistics are for the several drainage
each month at Masonie
basins, and indicate considerable pro
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
gress in irrigation since the crop year
S. SPITZ, W. M.
1899.
The industrial art of irrigation in F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.
the United States began in Arizona,
SANTA FE CHAPTER.
and indications are found throughout
No. 1, R. A. M. Regulan
the valleys of the Gila and Salt Rivers
that large areas now barren and for
convocation second Monbidding were once occupied by a num
day in each month at Maerous prehistoric race. The canals
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
now in use in many places follow quite
W. E. GRIFFIN, H. P.
closely those of ancient systems, ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
These early ditches reveal engineer
SANTA FE COMMANDER Tl
ing skill of a high order, and must
have required an immense expenditure
No. 1, K. T. Regular conof labor. Their origin is lost, even in
clave fourth Monday in each
tradition, for they were abandoned as
month at Masonic Hail at
early as 1542, when Coronado visited 7:30 p. m.
F. S. DAVIS, E. O.
these valleys in search of the "seven
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
cities of Cibola," but ethnologists date
their operation as early as the eighth
K. OF P.
or ninth century. Portions of the beds
of these ancient ditches today are util SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, KNIGHTS
ized in modern systems. of PYTHIAS Regular meeting evArizona, topographically, consists of
ery Tuesday evening at 8 o'clock
two distinct regions, plateau and
Castle Hall, corner of Don Gaspar
of the ter
plain. More than one-hal- f
Avenue and Water Street. Visiting
ritory has an elevation of over 5,000
Knights given a cordial' welcome.
feet, and forms what is generally
JOHN L. ZIMMERMANN, C. C.
known as the Colorado Plateau. One
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K R. S.
third of the territory is below the lev
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Financed
el of 3,000 feet, and along the valleys
of the Colorado and Gila Rivers, in the
I. O. O. F.
extreme southwestern corner, the elevation is less than 100 feet. Several SANTA FE LODGE NO. 2, I. O. O. P.
short, irregular mountain ranges ex Meets every Friday evening in Odd
tend from the southeast to the north Fellows Hall, San Francisco street
west, the highest being the San Frar.
brothers welcome.
cisco range, 13,000 feet in eJevation in Visiting GEO.
W. KNAEBEL, N. O.
of
the territory. A. P.
the north central part
HOGLE,
Secretary.
With the exception of a few square
miles in the extreme southeastern part
ENCAMPMENT, NO.i
the entire territory of Arizona belongs CENTENNIAL
I. O. O. F. Regular communicatioa
to the Colorado River drainage basin.
The Colorado River enters the terri the second and fourth Tuesday ol
each month at Odd Fellows' Hall. Vistory near the center of the northern
and iting patriarchs welcome.
boundary, flows southwesterly
JOHN SEARS, Scribe.
forms all but 60 miles of its western
boundary. The deep canons which the
A. O. U. W.
streams have run through the plateaus
of Arizona form a distinctive feature
O. O. U. W.
The Grand Canon GOLDEN LODGE, No
of its' topography.
of the Colorado is in the northwest- Meets every second and fourth Wedern part, and scattered throughout the nesday at o p. m.
C. C. PIERCE, Master Workman.
mountain ranges are many smaller
JOHN C. SEARS, Recorder.
ones.
In some portions of the territory.
B. P. O. ELKS.
particularly the plateaus among the
mountains farming is practiced to a
limited extent without irrigation, but SANTA FE LODGE No. 460, B. P. O.B.
it is only in the valleys, where water
Holds its regular session on the
may be supplied to large areas, that secoad and fourth Wednesdays
ol
-

agriculture has been especially- devei- - each'month. Visiting brothers are in-oped. As yet, little more than 3 per Vited and welcome.
Gives Health, Vigor and Tone.
cent of the total area of the territory
J. B. DAVIS, H. R.
Herbine is a boon for sufferers from has been reclaimed, and while there
viz: Tomas Abeyta. Martin Vieil. Encarna- J. FISCHER, Secretary.
cion Ortiz, Mathias Nagel, all of Santa Fe. aneamia.
By its use the blood is is still a large area of arable and irri
N, to.
Improved order red men.
Manubl R. Otebo. Register. quickly regenerated and the color be- gable land, reclamation cannot be car
comes normal. The drooping strength ried much, beyond its present state
Santa Fe Tribe No. 5, I. O. R. M.
is revived. The languor is diminish- without resorting to the storage of the
WORKING OVERTIME.
meets
ed.
every Thursday eve at Odd
tone
Health
and
vigor
predomin spring and summer flood waters.
Eight hour laws are ignored by
The climate of sections in the south- - Fellows hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting
those tireless
little workers Dr. ate. New life and happy Activity
Mrs. Belle H. Shirel, Middles- era half is so favorable and the soil chlefs cordially invited.
King's New Life Pills. Millions are
C. L. bishop, sachem.
always at work, night and day curing borough, Ills., writes: "I have been so fertile that as long as a supply of
P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.
Indigestion, Billiousness, Constipation, troubled with liver complaint and water can be had one crop immedi
Sick Headache and all Stomach, Liver poor blood, and have found nothing to ately succeeds another. The principal
and Bowel troubles.
Easy, pleasant, benefit me like Herbine. I hope never field crops are alfalfa, barley, corn, SXXXXXX3XSSSXSSXXXXSXX3I
Orchard
safe, sure, Only 25c at Fischer Drug to be without it. I have wished that I oats and wheat,
fruits,
had known of it in my husband's life- grapes and
Co.
fruits also
The
time." 50 cents at Fischer Drug Co.
do well. The peculiar fitness of the
MUTUAL BUILDING & LOAN
soil and the climate for the cultivation
TAILORING.
ASSOCIATION
of ' these high priced products will
Insure Your Property In
Muralter, the tailor, Is headquarters
Has On Hand for Loans
make the large expenditure to con
for fine spring and summer suits, latest
ROYAL INSURANCE CO., LIVERPOOL.
struct great storage works a payin;? in
patterns, from $30 up. Also a large
I. B. & R. H. HANNA, Agents.
vestment in the end.
line of samples of Murphy Brothers'
Room 15, Catron Block.
in iuz the total number of acres
line, fine business suits from $17 up,
They will loan you all or any part of It.
trousers to fit from $4.50 up. Special
irrigated was 247,520, an increase of
TRAGEDY AVERTED.
33.4
attention is calleu to a flno line of
per cent, since 1839
"Just in the nick of time our little 61,854, or
The best way on earth to save money
samples and styles of ladies fancy boy was s ved," writes Mrs. W. Wat-- The 781 systems represent a total con
take out some stock. You will
cost
struction
of
an
aver
$4,683,298.
spring tailor made suits. A call to :ns of Pleasant City, Ohio. "Pneube pleased with the returns you get.
Inspect our line is earnestly solicited. monia had played sad havoc with him age cost per irrigated acre of $18 0?.
In 1899 the average cost per irrigated
Perfect fits guaranteed.
and a terrible cough set in besides. Doc- acre
Further information furnished by
was $23.24. The decrease In av
tors treated him, but he grew worse
R.
J. CRICHTON, Secretary.
cost per irrigated acre in 1902
IT SAVED HIS LEG.
every day. At length we tried Dr. erage
Office: Catron Hlock, Up Stain
P. A. Danforth of LaGrange, Ga., suf- King's New Discovery for Consump- from that of 1899 is explaine.l by the
With I. B. & R. H. HANNA.
fered for six months with a frightful tion, and our darling was saved. He's fact that the 1899 report included sev
which
eral
$900,000,
systems
sore
on
costing
his
running
leg; but writes now sound and well." Everybody ought
that Bucklin's Arnica Salve wholly to know, it's the only sure cure for were not in operation in 1902. The
are included in 1902, but
cured it in five days. For Ulcers? Coughs, Colds and all Lung disease.
Wounds, Piles, it's the best salve in Guaranteed by Fischer Drug Co. Price 648 were stream systems, as compared
Santa Fe Filiiree
with 519 in 1899.
the world. Cure guaranteed. Only 25c. 50c and $1.00. Sample bottles free.
Of the total irrigated area, 242,073
Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
acres received water 'through 648
Notice for Publica' ion.
systems heading in streams; 1,061
Insure Your Property In
(Homestead Entry No. 5182.)
Jewelry Mannfactnrisg Co.
were irrigated by spring, and
acres
SPRINQFIELD FIRE & MARINE INS. CO.
Department or ire Intekiou,
4,110 acres by wells. The total conI. B. & R. H. HANNA,
Agents.
Notice is hereby given that'the following Struction cost of the Stream systoms
named settler has filed notiee of his intention wag $4,591,570, an " average of $18.97
Roootn 15, Catron Block.
and that said proof will lie maH h.fm.. thm per irrigated acre; of the 25 spring
CURED CONSUMPTION.
glfSeiM?t"Z 8t Sa,ntB Fe.N. M on systems, $6,766, an average of $5.38,
Mrs. B. W. Evans, Charwater, Kas.,
and of the 108 well systems, $89,962,
writes: "My husband lay sick for n. i. is,ton. no names tne following- wit- - ' an ftvpracrfi of SZ1.8U.
his continuous residence
as
three month
The doctors said he upon and prove
cultivation of said land, vis:
The Best Cough Syrup.
had quick consumption. We procured Dionieio bandoval, Juan Antonio Sandoval.
Manuel
Pentura Portillos. all of
S. L. Apple,
a bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup, I'ecos. ft.Portillos,
Judge, Ot
M.
N. Mondragon, Mgr.
tawa Co., Kas., writes: "Thl3 is to
Manuel R.Otero, Register.
and it cured him. That was six years
I
Hore-have
that
used
Ballard's
I
since
we
say
and
then
have
ago
always
r
Keep your business ever before the hound Syrup for years,, and that I do
kept a bottle in the house. We cannot
do without it. For coughs and colds public by adv rtising in your home r.ot hesitate to recommend it as the
it has no equal." 25c, 50c and $1. paper. A good advertiser always has best cougn syrup I have ever used.
success in any honest enterprise.
25c, 60c. and $1.00. Fischer Drug Co. LaughllR Building, Don Gaspar Avenu
;
Fischer Drug Company.
r

semi-tropic-

One Management.

vou know the Burlington is the only line Tun
ing its own trains over its own rails from Denver to
St. Louis? This is a good thing to bear in mind when,
you come to make your trip to the Big Exposition.
Wo chance of long waits en route, or missed connections,
The St. Louis Special leaves Denver at 2:00 p, m.,
the next day at 6:50 p. m. one
arriving in St. Louis The
on
Vestibuled Express leaves
road.
the
night
Denver at 10:35 p. m., arriving in St. Louis the second morning at 7:19 a. m. Could you ask for better
service?
In addition to all the other equipment that goes to
'
make traveling comfortable, all trains carry the
There are
celebrated Burlington Route dining-cars- .
'
a great many travelers who say it is the best dining-ca- r
service in the world.
Do

j

$2,000.00

1

s

well-system-

s

-

.
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JlUMllirTU

Gold? Silver Filigree

-

Ticket Office. 1039 17th St.
G. W. VALLERY, General Agent,

DENVER.

i

I

Santa Fe New Mexican, Thursday, March 31, 1904.
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at "OUR PLACE"
Pound a Pull Line of Tabi Wines for Family Trade.
Orders by Telephone Will Be Promptly Filled : : : : 1

M.

Santa Fe.

Prop.

N. M.

BEN BOTH!

jt jt When Ton

THE

t

Come to Albuquerque Don't Forget

ZEIGER

i

j

Jt

CAFE

QTJICKEL C&BOTHE, Proprietors.
Cfob Room and Billiard Hall Attached.
&
&
Corner Railroad Aveaue and Second Street
- ' NEW MEXICO
ALBUQUERQUE)

J. WEINBERGER
SOVTK SIDE

FXjJLZ-S.- ,

May Be Expected In the Meteor
ological Line According to Records
of Past 31 Years.
The following meteorological
data
for the month of April have been com'
piled by the United States Weather
Bureau in this city from records which
cover 31 years. The mean temperature 47 degrees; the warmest April
was that of 1902 with an average temperature of 52 degrees; the coldest
April was that of 1874 with a mean
temperature of 42 degrees; the highest April temperature was recorded on
April 28, 1879, 84 degrees; the lowest
temperature occurred on April 8, 1875,
11 degrees; average date of the last
killing frost in spring, April 15; latest date on which killing frost occurred May 29, 1888; average precipitation .77 of an inch; average number of
days with more than .01 of an inch
precipitation, six; the greatest month
ly precipitation, 2.10 inches, occurred
in April, 1900; the least monthly precipitation, .01 of an inch, in Aprils 1893
and 1895; the greatest amount of precipitation recorded in any 24 consecutive hours, 1.27 Inches, occurred on
April 24, 1890; the greatest amount of
snowfall, 7.3 inches, on April 6, 1900;
average number of clear days 12; partly cloudy days 14; cloudy- days 4. The
prevailing winds have been from the
southwest; average velocity 8.3 miles
per hour; the highest velocity was 44
miles on April 25, 1893.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

B. QCICKJSL

0

3A1TTJL 2TE, HTSnXT MEXICO,

Our Motto is to Sell the Best

Maxwell

What

-

WU1 Be

W. R. PRICE.

APRIL WEATHER.

a

great dread of the pain
. and danger attendant upon
the most critical period
of her life. Becoming
mother should bo a source of joy to all, but the suffering and
mtiuoni to too orueai iuhkcs lis uuiiuipaiiua una 01 misery.
iT. p
jCJather' Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of the great
win and danger of maternity ; this hour which is dreaded as woman's
erereat trial is not only made painless, but all the danarer is avoided
jjby its use. Those who ase this remedy are no longer despondent or
(gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distressing conditions ara
vercome, the system is made ready for the coming event, and the
eooos accidents so common to the critical
fcoor are obviated by the use of Mother's
Mend. "It is worth its weight in gold,"
ays many who have used it. $1.00 per
bottle at drug stores.
Book containing,
valuable information of interest to all women, will
bp seat to any address free upon application to
GSADFtXLD RZOUIATOR OO., Atlmntm Om.

7

LANDS UNDER IRRIGATION

FARMING

mmmmM)
nontext

yI

Economy
Brand
.Evaporated
Cream
Is of uniform quality at all
seasons, always pure, heavy
in consistence, of delicious
flavor and appetizing ap

.GOLD MINES.
On this Grant, about iortr miles west of Springer, N. M., are the gold
mining districts of Elitabethtown and Baldr, where Important mineral
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on nnlocated ground maj be
made under the mining regulation! of the company, which are a law-abl- e
to the prospector as the U. ft. government laws.

Near Baton,
M., on this grant, are located the Osl Mines of. the
Eaton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found at
good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that farming ar
prospecting can not be successfully done.
For particulars and advertising matter apply to

The Maxwell Land Grant Co
BATON. NEW MEXICO

Not Lack Btit Results.
That is why you see our teams so busy supplying the wants of the peo
ple with our fine

CERRILLOS
HOMESEEKERS

EXCURSION.

Another series of homeseekers' tick
Palace: Gus Olson, Madrid; J. P. ets has been arranged for from points
Naylor, Madrid; J. P. Goodlander, St. in Illinois, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas and
Louis; R. A. Des Jardins, St. Louis; Nebraska, to points in New Mexico,
W. J. Card well Albuquerque; J. R. Colorado, Arizona and Texas, the rata
Teasdale, St. Louis; . H. Rauten-berg- , will be one fare plus two dollars for
St. Ixmis.
the round trip.
Claire: Mrs. L. E. Densmore, Albu
Dates of saie December 1, and 15,
querque; George W. Ness, Chicago; H. 1903, January 5 and 19, 1904, February
V. Vorce, Santa Fe Springs, Califor- 2 and
16, March 1 and 15, and April
nia; W. J. Cardwell, Albuquerque; 5 and 19, 1904.
Charles H. Baker, Washington; Mrs.
Final limit for return passage 21
W. H.
R.

SYSTEM.

These farming; lands with perpetual water lights are now being offered
for sale In tracts of forty acres and upwards. Fries of land with perpetual water rights from 917 to 925 per acre, according: to location. Payments may be made in ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grains, fruits rf
ail kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

pearance.
Ask for the brand with
.the Helvetia" cap label.
Made by the largest pro
ducers of Evaporated
Cream in the world.

iramit

GOAL

MONE R O

Tbat there is some difference
in wood.
Our wood is the best
to be bad & always at your call.

FIRE WOOD

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WE

IN

Your order will receive prompt and careful attention.

G--

CAPITAL COAL

OKFICK: Garfield Avenue, Near A. T. & S. F. Depot

Rishel, Velarde;
Pollard,
Berea, Ohio; Rowland Pollard,

"STAIRID
I'hone

.

No. S3

0J0 CAL1EJITE IfOT SPRINGS.

days from date of sale.
Write and tell your friends in the
east and call on any agent of the SanBon Ton: Manuel . Sanchez, San ta Fe for information.
These Celebrated Hot Springs are lo these waters has been thoroughly
Marcial; R. S. Weeks, Creede, Coloraoted In the midst of the Ancient Cliff ed by the miraculous cures attested to
H. S. LUTZ,
do; Walter Hoffman, Pittsburg, Penn.;
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
miles west of In the following diseases: Paralysis,
L. H. Alverson, Pittsburg; Matias Mon-toy'miles
north of Santa Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
aos, and fifty
Cerrillos; Antonio G. Armijo,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the KidAntonio A. Salas, Pinos
Madrid;
- Fe, aad about twelve miles from Bar
Rail'yneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial
AlTe
D.
T.
Pueblo.
Wells;
Kelsey,
ranca Station, on the Denver and Rio tions, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe,
Normandie:
Ralph Aspaas,
Gramde Railway, from which point a Female Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
Effective Sunday, Ooctober 4, 1903.
line of stages run to the Springs. lodging and bath!:g, J2.60 per day; fid
South Bound
North Bound telly
Che temperature of these waters is per week; $50 per month. Stage meet- $390 FOR LETTERS ABOUT
Stations.
No 2 Ml
Alt! No I
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denver trains and waits for Santa 1
THE SOUTHWEST.
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate train upon request. This resort la at11.00
2.00
20
7,0001
Fe..
Lve
Arr
banta
The Rock Island system offers
p
" .. ..Donaciana.,
11.15
6,650 1.45 p very dry and
the year tractive at all seasons, and is open all
delightful
1
an
" ...Vega Blanca,
prizes, of the aggregate value of 8390, 11. 40
n
6,400
Is new
There
round.
a
commodious
winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
"
12.30
12.30
6,050
to
the
relative
Kennedy...
p
letters
for
territory 12.45
"
0.125 12.10 p hotel for the convenience
Clark....
of Invalids can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m., and
"
along its lines in Arkansas, Kansas, 1.35
6.370
11.
lis
a
Stanley....
These waters contain reach Ojo Caliente at 4 p. m. the aama
"
6,250 10.55 a aad tourists.
Moriarty .
Indian Territory, Oklahoma, Texas 2,15
" ... .Mcintosh. .
2 25
6,175 10.35 a 1,(86.24
of
alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa
deal
should
Mexico.
grains
Letters
and New
"
3.00
Estancia ..
6,140 10.05 a
" ......Willard...
6,125 9.30 a gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot Fe to Ojo Caliente, 17.40. For furtto- with the writer's experiences since he 3.35
" . . . . Progresso. .
6,210 9.00 a
In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address
settled in the southwest. They should 4.0)
"
4.20
Bianca...
6,285 8.40 a Strings
Lve
5.00
6.47S 3.00 a
Torrance..
he
Arr....
when
had
much
he
tell how
money
arrived, what he did when he first Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
came, what measure of success has the Denver & Rio Orande R. R. for all
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N.
since rewarded his efforts and what he
in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Monthinks of that portion of the country points
and the Great North
tana,
in which he is located. Letters should west. Washington
more
than
300
nor
than
not be less
at Torrance, N. M., with
words in length and. will be used theConnecting
El
System for
for the purpose of advertising the Kansas
St. Louis and all
Chicago,
City,
southwest.
This is the smallest and lightest weight (about
( (
points east and for El Paso, Texas and
Letters are desired not only from all
2
6
New
Southern
in
Mexico,
pounds) repeating gun ever manufactured,
points
farmers and farmers' wives, but also Arizona
and
Mexico.
of
and
the
opens
up many new possibilities to the
Republic
cler
school
teachers,
from merchants,
te
for
at
N.
It is not a 16 barrel on a
M.,
Kennedy,
sportsman.
Connecting
gymen; from everyone, In brier, who
d,
properly-proportion12 action, but a new,
and west on the Atchison,
has a story, to tell and who knows how points east
& Santa Fe Railway.
modern
smokeless
with
Topeka
gun
that,
powders, enables a shooter
to tell it.
For rates and information aadress
to use a powerful load in a small shell and reduce, materiFor circular giving details, write
B. W. ROBBINS,
,
John Sebastian, passenger traffic manally, the weight of shells and gun to be carried. The
General
Il
Passenger Agent,
small, light gun handles fast, results in close holding and
ager, Rock Island system, Chicago,
Santa Fe, N. M.
linois.
increased accuracy. QFall dttcnpUonin-neMarlin Cataloc No. A542,bs(ou(-Sndthrttampt tor pottag ( Thk Mar lin Firearms Co., Nbw Havn, Conn.
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
D. & R. G. SYSTEM,
The Mexican Central has recently
Santa Fe Branch.
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return going via the Mexican Central
TIME TABLE.
to" either Vera Cruz or Tampico: thence
VIST BOUND
Via the famous Ward Steamship Line a AST BOCHD
MlLBS No. 426
No. 425.
be
will
return
by
The
Tork.
to New
5:30 p m.. Ar...'. Santa Fe..L?..
9:00am
rail over any line to El Paso. The en 6:40am...LT....Alamoa.r.Ar .153.. 8:40pm
ts:.w
am
Alamosa via Salida. Lv
tire trip covering thousands of miles, 21itm.
LT
Pueblo.. ..Lv..287.. 2 :45 a m
Moro
8.00p m.. Lv. ...Denver ....Ar.. 404.. 1:20am
Havana, Cuba, and its famous
Castle, Newport and a dozen of the
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
largest cities of the United States.- where good meals are served. v
can be made for $122.50. A more deConnections.
liehtful trip cannot be planned as stop
At Antonito for Durango, Silverton
over privileges are allowed and the tic and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
kets are good for one year from the
date of sale. The trip includes the City intermediate points via either the standof Mexico, the "Paris of America," ard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
Further information can be secured by entire trip
in day light and passing
C.
R.
S.
W.
Hudson, through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE,
Mead,
addressing
general passenger agent, or W. D. also for all points on Creede branch.
- At Salida for all
points west.
Murdock, assistant general passenger
At Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
agent.
Springs for all points east.
For further information, sleeping car
lunch counter at Bon Ton. reservations time cards, literature, etc.,
call on or address.
F. H. McBride, Agent.
Santa Fe, N. M .
SANTA FE CENTRAL RAILWAY COMPANY
4
S, K. Hoopeb, G. P A .
No trouble to answer questions'
Order No. 10.
,
Denver, Colo.
To all concerned: Commencing with
fur- SECOND CLASS COLONIST
Sunday, March 27th, 190, and until
will tiot
FAST..
TAKE
ther notice, trains one and two
RATES TO THE NORTHWEST.
W. D. LEE,
run on Sundays.
1 to April 30, 1904, via 8anta Fe
March
General Manager.
TIJAIff
Second class rates Santa Fe to HeleSanta Fe, N. M., March 25, 1904.
na, Butte and Missoula, Montana, will
be $32, to Portland, Tacoma and SeatSECOND CLASS COLONISTS
tle $37, to Spokane $34.60, for particuRATES TO CALIFORNIA. lars call on any agent of the Santa Fe.
H. S. LUTZ.
March 1st to April 30th, 1904.
The following second class colonist
Agent, Santa Fe.
ratea will be in effect dally from
Leaves El Paso Daily at 6:50 p. m. Mountain Time.
March 1st to April 30, 1904, to all prin-nin- $38.45 to California and return April
nolntnr IVnm roiirnm 123: St 24 to May 2, via Santa Fe.
This handsome solid veatibuled train Direct connections made for all point.
Louis $30; Missouri River points $25;
runs
e
Fe.
to
through to New Orleans, Shreve-por- t North, Bast and Southeast
California
zt.
Santa
nates
to
aania
intermediate $25.00
via.
For schedules, rates and other Sa
and St Louis without change.
points to be no higher, for further
Los
formation
call on or address.
Carries
call on any agent of the SanAngeles
sleepers
through
Review
The Weekly New Mexican
and
intermediate
to
LUTZ.
ta Fe.
Chicago
points.
H.
is published by the New Mexican
, Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. Printing Company every Thursday. It
R. W. CURTIS
contains the most reliable and latest
"The New Mexican Printing Coin territorial, mining, educational, stock
Southwestern Passenger Agent
pany will do your Job work with neat-d- s raising, railroad social and political
EL PASO, TEXAS
and dispatch, v
news of the week from all points of
. p. Tumxvft
o.
the Territory. It is as excellent paper
and Ticket Agent
Sen.
TrVeHn
Passenger
Paaeengei
Price
to
sand
east
in
friends
the
Albuquerque and return 4.16 April to
DALLAS TEXAS .
PASO, TIXA
five cents per 0097.
3 to 9 Tia Santa Fe. '

Santa Fe Central
TIME T&BIiS
.

WINES, LIQUORS, CIGARS

.

For the Least Possible Money

Buy your Goods Here.
Family Trade Solicited.
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
telephone No.

94.

Agent for Prof. Pozzool's Mountain Sage Malt Toole

.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

1,-5-

anrcoBFo&ATssi

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Stationery,
Patent Medicines and Grocers' Sundries.
FBOKPT ATTENTION GIVKX KAIX. OBDIBS,

SANTA

FE,

N.

AJ

Undertaker and
Funeral Director
AUSraO 8TBSXT
of Refrancs Often as as EMBALMS. MgMQajb
RESIDENCE 'PHONE 141.

THE CUACJCE OF A LIFETIME
For Prospective Purchasers
of Building Lots in Estancia

Batancia has GOOD WATER, SOFT WATER, PURE WATBR.Q
RAILROAD WATER, CLEAR WATER and PLENTY ot WATERQ

RUS8EL SAGE'S ADVICE,
"Young man, Buy Real Estate,"
Will soon rank with Horace Greely'a aphorism,'
"YOUNG MAN GO WEST!"
"If you are going to do a good thing, do It In the best way," la
!
another maxim of which you will appreciate the force If you will either
call on or communicate with W. P. CLARKE BEFORE BUYING TOWN
I LOTS EL8EWHERE.
BE WISE.
I
Put your money Into land Own a Town Lot and Home.
i
Do like your fathers did buy good property in a Ure tows, and
your children will rise up and call ou blessed.
It la entirely safe to presume that within a very short time the
'
town of ESTANCIA will be one of the liveliest, largest, and most sub- stfHmi towns In this section of the southwest
THE
desired at once.
Be sure and write tor all Information
. PRICE OF THESE LOTS WILL INTEREST YOU.
TERMS TO SUIT. .
Adddrese all eomunleatlons to
(
W. P. 3LARKC,
v,
I

-

& NTAFC,

V

NEW MEXICO.
Ore? a mfiUon acres of land open for Hottjsteedors ta she E3TAN-CLa vALXJbt good sou ana ptenay oz water, yruoa oaa be sad
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Texas fs Pacific Railway

A. P. HOGLE
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Wc arc now rolling ap oar sleeves for the largest year's business the store has had. Going to get it, too, if appreciation of yoar
patronage, proper store methods, a splendid stock to select from, the fairest kind of pricing, and progressive merchandizing will count for
anything. This has feaen the basis of past success so far. We are going to merit yoor patronage more than ever before. Give as a trial !

Real Bargains in

I

s

fit
"i

Lacqueret

"The Dainty Decorator"

Furniture Dept.

!

1

Queensware

TKE SAMPSON

ft
'1

Alabastine

.

is the Best

n

We will

The Beautiful Wall Coating

sell you if you will

only get our prices.

Harness
and Saddlery

'I'

For the Home
For the Schools

Studebaker

Get color card

Wagons
Farm and Spring Work.

Mechanics Tools

1

r

t

!
.

j

, i

Builders Hardware

f (.

i'
,

'J
4

the line of Guns and
AmmunitionBest Made.
In

Steam Fitters Supplies

;1

Prepare for the Garden

We Carry

C&

Field

GARDENTOOLS

THE BEST IS
THE CHEAPEST

NEW PRICES

NEW STOCK

Goods

Makes old furniture look like
new. Beautifies and preserves
all kinds of floors and woodwork.
Anybody can apply it.

Cash or Installment.

I

Seasonable

HOSE

...

We have just received large

PAINTS, OILS AND
GLASS,
CHINAWARE,
GLASSWARE,
LAMPS, ETC

shipment of Rubber and Cotton
Hose. See Quality and get our
.
.
.
Price.

BARBED WIRE

f

f

A

at
KAADT'S CURIO STORE

Call

d

ill

...

For Blankets, Drawn Work, Filigree Jewelry,
.
Burnt Leather Goods of All Kinds

MANUFACTURER

OP

Fjexican Filigree Jewelry

Mi

DEALER IN

i.tf...

Watches. Clocks, Jewelry and Hand Painted China.
Repairing of fine watches and Jewelry work a specialty.

'4

U1U9

1DGS

$
247 San Francisco

and IIDI1I

r Fvaadt's

FILIGREE

it WHOLESALE

St

v

ui RITifl

1

Photographic Studio
Up

No

GOODS

Stairs Over Kerr's Barber Shop.

Work Delivered Unless Satisfactory,

J

MIXED

CITY TICKET.

Continued from Page One.
live and educate their children in our
midst. We pledge the candidates of
this convention, if elected, to an impartial management of the affairs of
the city, and the preservation of law
and order without fear or favor.
A. B. Renehan nominated Adelbert
R. Gibson for mayor and Camilo Pa-v- ,
dilla, Charles F. Easley and John L.
Zimmerman seconded the nomination
with nights of oratory. Jose Ortiz y
Baca nominated James S. Conklin for
city clerk, N. B. Laughlin seconding
the nomination; Ascension Rael nominated William E. Griffin for city treasurer, the nomination being seconded
by Jose Ortiz y Baca. The nominations were ratified by a unanimous
vote.
The chair appointed the following
city central committee: Ward No. 1,
Eugenio Sena and A. M. Dettlebach ;
Ward No. 2, Pedro Quintana and. John
C. Sears; Ward No. 3, Nemecio Armi- jo and Jose Segura; Ward No. 4, Ascen- cion Rael and Arthur Seligman. The
central committee was authorized to
fill all vacancies on the ticket or on
the committee that may arise.
The American Eagle on a flag pole,
with a flag flowing from his beak, was
adopted as the Democratic emblem.
After Judge N., (B. Laughlin had
made a long address on local topics,
the convention adjourned.

WRECK

ON.

UMY BRANCH.

US

3E

VEMS ITEMS.

Work is Being Pushed on the Insane
Asylum Annex A Driving Park
for the Meadow City.

JACOB WSXjTCEK,
PERIODICALS.

BOOHS, STATIOJIEHY, qAGAZIJIES,
Headquarters for

A massive stone wall is to be built
around the Hebrew Cemetery, which
adjoins the Masonic Cemetery.
The material is on the ground for
the new annex to the New Mexico In- sane Asylum, and 35 men are employao8 San Francisco St.
Santa Pe. N. M. II
ed on the building.
JM
Work has been begun "on the grading
of the new driving park. After that
is completed, a fence will be built
SCIENTIFIC EMBALf.lUG
around the grounds, after which a
grand stand and a pavilion will be
erected.
At.
m
A heavy freight train dashed head-ointo the Las Vegas yards yesterUndertaking Parlors
day into the rear end of a coal train.
The Latest Scientific Methods (
A caboose and car of coal were telescoped and the coal caught fire. A ire Employes'. Calls Auwerei fraa tks Parlors Dsjr or Nirht or sy DOROTEO SENA,
Agn
fierce blaze ensued which was not exPrla Road.
Oar Parlors Coulst of a Nicely sad Appropriately Pitted Up Salts st No. U
coal
had been
tinguished until the
'
Uacela Aveaae, West Side Plaxa, Saata Pe. New Meiko.
burned to cinders.
' ALL
KIND8 Qf PICTURE FRAMING.
Away ahead of all at Bon Ton.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Fine Confectionery and Cigars

0r

n

tte

,

Insure Your Property In
PALATINEINSURANCE
CO.. Ltd. LONDON.
I. B. A R. H. HANNA, Agents.

Room 15, Catron Blosk.

DUDROW

&

MTKIIE

,

.

FINE MONUMENTS TO ORDER.

WAHS

Strikes a Cinder Pile and AND MISCELLANEOUS ADS
Jumps the Track Two Railroad
WANTED A girl to do general
Employes Were Hurt.
housework in a family of two. Apply
A serious wreck occurred yesterday for information at the New Mexican
afternoon at 4:45 o'clock on the Lamy printing office.
branch of the Santa Pe Railway, about
FOR SALE Sweet cream
and
one mile from Lamy to the train that choice fresh new laid
eggs for table
had left Santa Fe at 4:10 p. m., to use. Also White
Leghorn eggs for
make connection with train No. 1 from
setting. Send orders to Mrs. Hinckley,
the east. The engine struck a cinder Johnson
Street
pile and jumped the track, being over
turned Into a ditch. Engineer William
ANY ONE desiring male help of any
Schultz sprained an ankle in jumping, kind please
notify Alan R. McCord,
while Fireman Louis Ulibarri, who re- Secretary Capital City Band.
mained on the engine, escaped without
FOR SALEi Fine saddle pony; Ininjury. The passengers walked Into
Lamy. The wrecking crew was sum quire at Claire Hotel.
moned from Las Vegas and arrived
FOR SALE Team of horses and
during the evening with an extra en mountain wagon. Inquire at New
gine, wrecking car and crane. In lift Mexican.
ing the wrecked engine back to the
FOR RENT New 7 room cottage,
track, a link in one bf the chains of the
crane broke and a piece of the steel Bath, t tationary range .and all the
struck Foreman Daniel Elliott on the modern Improvements. Apply to Geo.
bead, inflicting a serious injury. It was E. Ellis, Claire Hotel.
45 this morning when the branch
Insure Your Property In
train arrived here with passengers and

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY

SHOP

Engine

-

EBEI

"W.

The Hardware Dealer
CATRON BLOCK, NO. 4
i . .

V

.

.

OAIM 1

A

mail from Nos.

f t,,

N. M

1, 7

and

NIAGARA

8.

Black Bass in any shape at Bon

Tc.

FIRE INS. CO., NEW YQRKV,

I. B. e R. KL HANNA,
Agents.
Room 15. Catron Block.

V

CLOSING
OUT

SALE!
I!

''

Wishing to retire from business I will sell mgr
, entire stock of
INDIAN and MEXICAN BLANKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WORK, CURIOS, ETC.
At less than Cost
y

:
.tourists:
Do you know that you miss half of Santa Fe if
you do not visit our urio Store & Free Museum.
Sign of the Old Out

Send for Catalogue
Q
Cor. San Franclsct street and Burro Alley, v

